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Mission and Philosophy
WELCOME

Ternion Training And Education Centers™ is dedicated to excellence in our education and vocational
training division. We provide the most complete and comprehensive educational services for vocational
training, communities, businesses and individuals.
Our approach to training is fun, informative and effective. Our instructional methods and materials are
designed to help students achieve the levels of competency necessary to meet their personal, academic, or
vocational goals. We combine customized courseware, Instructor-led and Technology-based training with
post training support. We know that life will sometimes throw adversity your way. That’s why we’re
committed to giving you the real-world skills you need to succeed, no matter what-it’s our personal
commitment to each of our students.
Welcome and congratulations on your decision to attend Ternion Training and Education Centers™.

Mission Statement
The mission of Ternion Training and Education Centers™ is to provide meaningful, high-quality
training in marketable skills while at the same time inspiring life-long learning, personal development,
and community leadership. Each student will be expected to break through barriers and generational
habits and to succeed by enhancing their abilities and reaching personal career goals in a safe, supportive
environment that promotes self-discipline, motivation, and excellence.
The objectives of TTEC are:
▪

To offer educational programs that will provide more than the minimally required knowledge and
skills essential in meeting the student’s needs for licensure and success on the job.

▪

To create an environment conducive to academic excellences and growth for all students.

▪

To assist students in obtaining full time positions in their field of study.

Institutional Philosophy
At Ternion Training and Education Centers™ we firmly believe that good training is the primary factor in achieving
personal success. The TTEC philosophy is based on four concepts:
•
•
•
•

Post-secondary education must be responsive to the needs of the industry into which graduates wish to enter.
All students should be treated as individuals and encouraged to develop to their highest potential.
Our institution strives to provide an education that is designed to enhance the graduate's professional career.
Each student shares the responsibility for their own success by participating in learning activities and
professional growth opportunities provided by Ternion Training and Education Centers™.
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Licensing Accreditation and Memberships
APPROVALS

Ternion Training And Education Centers™ is currently seeking approval from the Ohio State Board of Career Colleges and
Schools.

ACCREDITATIONS

Ternion Training and Education Centers™ is not an accredited institution at this time.

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY

Ternion Training And Education Centers™-Toledo Campus, is
located at 5212 Hill Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43615. The school’s
classrooms and administrative offices are located in a standalone
building. TTEC offers well-equipped classrooms, computer labs,
and medical labs used for training in order to meet technology
standards for the new millennium. Our resource centers are
located strategically throughout the institution to provide students
and faculty access to hard copy reference materials, including
books and periodicals to supplement textbooks and lectures.

Institutional Leadership
The officer of the company is Stephanie Boutté, School
Director.
GOVERNING BOARD
Michael Badik-Director of Community Engagement & Client Support
Talmadge Thomas-City of Zion Baptist Church Pastor
Kay F. Shrewsbery-TPS Retired Teacher
George J. Conklin-Retired Attorney (Law Office of George J. Conklin)
John Tooson IV-Vice President of Huntington National Bank
Karrie Jackson-Corporate Trainer for Owens Corning
Susan M. Nowak-Retired Office Manager of University of Toledo Student Recreation Center
Patricia E. Sloan-Non-Profit Executive Director of Friendship New Vision, Inc.
Jeff Links-Commercial Realtor for Miller Danberry
Willie E. Loper-Retired from Toledo Public Schools
Jeffrey Rollins-Retired Deputy Supervisor from Cuyahoga Hills Juvenile Correctional Facility
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Stephanie Boutté………………… .................................................... School Director
Tywana Gilford ……...………………….…………..Director of Compliance and Regulations
Eursella Hayes-Williams ................................................................... Business Office Manager
FACULTY INSTRUCTORS
TBA
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CAREER SERVICES
Ternion Training And Education Centers™ places great emphasis on helping graduates find employment in their field of
study. The Career Services Department at TTEC advises students of career opportunities and begins assisting them with
their job search months before graduation. The Career Services Department at TTEC is available to help students create
a professional resume and assists with many aspects of the job search and interviewing process. We take pride in the evergrowing number of employers that are aware of the quality of our graduates. Our Career Services Department
maintains professional relationships with potential employers in an ongoing effort to expand employment opportunities
for our graduates. Our network of successful graduates is constantly growing, allowing us to provide even more effective
employment assistance service through referrals and recommendations.
Ternion Training And Education Center™ is not permitted by law to guarantee employment. Career Services Department
at Ternion Training And Education Centers™ makes every effort to assist students with job search services. All programs
are designed to prepare graduates for entry-level positions.
CAREER FAIRS AND NETWORKING EVENTS

Students may attend the Career Fairs and Networking Events presented by the TTEC Career Services Department as well
as any event a graduate wishes to attend at any time. Career Fairs provide an opportunity to meet and interview with potential
employers for full and part-time jobs. The goal of Networking Events is to provide graduates with an opportunity to share
ideas, contacts and business referrals.
ON-SITE RECRUITING VISITS

Throughout the year, individual employers may conduct on-campus interviews and interview sessions, seeking
qualified students to match with career opportunities within their companies. TTEC is not offering a guarantee that
On-Site Recruiting Visits will be scheduled, it will be up to the interests and availability of employers.
RESUME REFERRALS

The Career Services Department also forwards students' resumes to potential employers and helps students and
graduates arrange interviews.
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WORKSHOPS

Various workshops may be offered to our students and cover the following areas:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Career expectations
Planning your job search
Completing employment applications
What are employers looking for?
Job success and security
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❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Starting your career
Interview techniques
Interviewing skills and mock interviews
Program specific workshops
Resume development and job search
strategies
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STUDENT SERVICES
MAKE-UP WORK

Students are expected to attend all scheduled hours and complete all coursework for each class in their program.
Students are allowed to make-up limited amounts of coursework to ensure that they may continue to be successful,
even when extenuating circumstances arise that cause students to miss portions of class. The Make-Up Work policy
in no way alters the attendance or other requirements as stated in the school catalog.
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT

Academic advising is provided to students throughout their program, based on individual needs. Students not meeting
Satisfactory Academic Progress ("SAP") requirements must attend advising sessions until they improve their
academic progress or are withdrawn from the Institution.
LIBRARY AND LEARNING RESOURCES

The TTEC Library and Resource System consists of hard-copy library resources and computers/printer in various
locations at the institution, which is accessible to all students Monday-Friday 9:00AM-5:00PM. Students are financially
responsible for items borrowed and will be charged for unreturned or damaged items. The fee for any unreturned or
damaged item is the full replacement cost and/or assessed late fines.

SUPPORT SERVICES
SUPPLY FEE

The one-time supply fee in the program fee covers the use of the following:
•
•
•

Microsoft Software License
Library/Resource Center
Internet Access

TUTORING

Formal tutoring sessions may be scheduled for specific subjects of study by contacting the Administration Department.
The final decision regarding the number of hours scheduled and the tutor assigned is subject to the approval by the Asst.
School Director. There is no additional cost to the student for these tutoring services.

EDUCATION RESOURCES
The TTEC Library and Resource System consists of hard-copy library resources and computers/printers
in various locations at the institution, which is accessible to all students Monday - Friday 9:00AM - 5:00PM.
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FINANCIAL AID
Ternion Training And Education Centers™ encourages all students to apply for financial assistance to fund
their education. Financing your education is the most important investment you make in the preparation for
your career.
Sources of financing your education are:
1. Student Self-Help (Personal Resources)
2. Parental Assistance (Parental Resources)
3. Employee Reimbursement (Check with your employer’s human resource department)
4. Outside Organizations

Periodically, the Office Staff posts notices announcing corporate and community-based scholarship
programs.

TUITION
Tuition charges are outlined on a student's Enrollment Agreement and may be paid through cash, grants, loans or a
combination thereof. In certain situations, TTEC enters into installment payment plans with the applicant. No interest
will be charged on payments while the student is enrolled in the institution. Payment plans extending beyond the
anticipated completion date will charge interest. In both cases, a separate retail installment contract is entered into
which is in addition to the Enrollment Agreement.

ARBITRATION AGREEMENT

Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or breach thereof, no matter how pleaded or
styled, shall be settled by arbitration pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act and administered by the American
Arbitration Association ("AAA") before a single arbitrator and under the AAA's Commercial Arbitration Rules and
applicable supplementary rules and procedures of the AAA in effect at the time the arbitration is brought. Judgment
upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction.
**This agreement is in addition to any grievance procedure specifically provided for by statute or rule to the extent
that the claims are within the scope of such statute or rule.

STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT
Students are required to adhere to the rules and regulations of the institution. Professional behavior, attitude, and
courtesy towards instructors, staff, and other students are required and essential. Students are required to maintain a
neat, professional appearance. Office telephones, copiers, computers and printers are for use by staff and faculty
only. Incoming calls for students will be accepted on the institution phones only in emergencies. Students may not play
games of chance, use offensive language, make unnecessary noise, or engage in unprofessional behavior while at TTEC.
Students must use the institution’s computers responsibly and refrain from engaging in computer or internet use that is
inappropriate, offensive or includes pornographic material. Students may not install or remove software from the
computers in the classrooms unless authorized by an instructor for class work. Students may not use the Institution’s
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Internet connection to conduct personal business of any kind or
download any software. Students will be responsible for payment
of all property destroyed or damaged, with or without intent.
Intentional defacing may result in immediate expulsion without the
opportunity for an appeal.
The regulations of the institution have been established to maintain and
promote the high standards required by the professional communities
we serve, to recognize the individual differences among students, to
honor achievements, and to encourage students to work toward their
academic and career objectives. Ternion Training And Education
Centers™ complies with the Drug Free Workplace Act of 1988. Any
student found guilty of academic dishonesty will receive an
immediate failing grade (F) for that course. Academic dishonesty
includes, but is not limited to, cheating, copying, plagiarism, or
failure to report the same. A student may also be dismissed from the institution for unsatisfactory conduct, unsatisfactory
academic progress, or failure to pay tuition charges when due. Failure to comply with the institution’s rules and
regulations will be considered reason for a student's suspension or expulsion. Students may appeal a suspension or
expulsion within 72 hours. Upon readmission to class, the student must make up lost instruction time to the
satisfaction of the instructional staff. In the absence of an appeal, the decision regarding the suspension or dismissal is
considered final.
ANTI HAZING POLICY

Hazing is any conduct or initiation into any organization that willfully or recklessly endangers the physical or mental
health of any person. Imposition or use of hazing in any form of initiation or at any time is strictly prohibited.
Violation of this policy will result in disciplinary actions against the violator that may include counseling and possible
expulsion from the institution.
DRUG ABUSE AND AWARENESS POLICY
INTRODUCTION

The federal government has enacted two phases of legislation aimed at preventing substance abuse. The first phase, called
The Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988, requires TTEC to establish a policy on drug use by employees, including
student employees, and to take additional steps toward maintaining a drug- free workplace. The second phase of
legislation, called The Drug Free Schools and Communities Act Amendments of 1989, requires the institution to
implement a program aimed at preventing the use of illicit drugs and the abuse of alcohol. TTEC has adopted policies
and related programs, which comply with the legislation.
POLICY

TTEC prohibits the manufacture, unlawful possession, sale, purchase, delivery, use, manufacture or distribution of
illicit drugs, controlled substances and alcohol by students and employees on its property and at any institutional
activity. Furthermore, students and employees shall not unlawfully possess, sell, purchase, deliver, use, manufacture,
be under the influence of, or distribute illegal drugs or controlled substances while present at any TTEC locations,
while attending any TTEC program-related externship or off-campus activity, while in attendance at any
Institution-sponsored event, or while conducting authorized TTEC business. Any violation of this policy will result
in appropriate disciplinary actions, up to and including expulsion (in the case of students) and termination (in the
case of employees), even for a first offense. Where it is apparent that a violation of the law has occurred, the appropriate
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law enforcement authorities will be notified. Possession and/or use of controlled substances shall only be permitted if
such is authorized by law and pursuant to a current medical prescription.
Students shall notify the School Director within five (5) days of any criminal drug statute conviction for a violation
occurring on any of the Institution's locations (which shall include all of the TTEC buildings and parking areas). In
addition, employees shall notify the School Director or the Asst. School Director within five (5) days of any criminal
drug statute conviction for a violation occurring on any of the Institution’s locations (which shall include all of the
TTEC buildings and parking areas). Upon any such notification mentioned above, the Institution must notify the
U.S. Department of Education within ten (10) days, and shall take appropriate disciplinary actions, up to and
including expulsion (in the case of students) and termination (in the case of employees). In certain cases, students
and employees may be referred to counseling sources and/or substance abuse help centers. If such a
referral is made, continued enrollment or employment will be subject to successful completion of any prescribed
counseling or treatment program. In addition, any student or employee who would like to receive counseling or help
with substance or alcohol abuse should contact the School Director. TTEC does not currently have professional
rehabilitation services, in-house referrals will generally be to outside agencies. The student or employee will be
responsible for the cost of the programs if not covered by medical insurance.
WEAPONS AND FIREARMS POLICY

TTEC does not authorize the possession or use of weapons and firearms on the Institution’s campus or on any property
owned or controlled by the Institution. This also includes ammunition for weapons, guns, beebee (BB) guns, stun guns,
chemicals, bombs, hazardous materials, explosive devises, knives, incendiary devices and any item capable of
inflicting serious injury. No one (personnel, students or visitors) except law enforcement officers of either the State of
Texas or of a Federal Law Enforcement Agency shall be authorized to possess or carry firearms or other weapons,
concealed or not concealed, with or without a concealed weapon permit, while upon campus or other properties owned
or controlled by the Institution, without the prior knowledge and consent of the School Director. Any individual who
fails to abide by this policy may be subject to disciplinary actions, up to and including expulsion (in the case of
students) and termination (in the case of employees), even for a first offense, or prosecution under appropriate city,
state or federal laws. Individuals should immediately report any knowledge he or she may have regarding the
possession, use or display of weapons and firearms to the School Director.
FRATERNIZATION POLICY

It is contrary to the best interests of the institution for any TTEC employee or faculty member to engage in any
Prohibited Activities with any active student of the institution. For purposes of this Policy, the term "Prohibited
Activities “shall include, but not be limited to, the following: socializing at parties, giving/receiving transportation,
etc.; pursuing or having romantic or sexual relationships; and other improper fraternization. TTEC employees and
faculty members must not engage in Prohibited Activities with active students. TTEC employees and faculty members
should remain professional in all interactions with students. The relationship between student and
teacher/administrator requires trust and boundaries. Engaging in Prohibited Activities with students violates the
professional boundaries of the relationship, and can put all parties and the Institution at risk.
NON DISCRIMINATION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Prospective students will not be denied admission on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin,
sex, handicap, age, or veteran status (except where age, sex, or handicap constitutes a bona fide
occupational qualification necessary to proper and efficient administration). TERNION TRAINING
AND EDUCATION CENTERS™, however, require all applicants to go through their admission
requirements and procedures.
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STUDENT COMPLAINT/GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE/DUE PROCESS

Should a student have a concern, complaint or grievance, they should follow the procedure below: (unless a
different procedure is called for elsewhere in this catalog)
1. If the concern, complaint or grievance pertains to an individual faculty member, the student should first
discuss the concern, complaint or grievance with that particular faculty member.
2. If the concern, complaint or grievance is not resolved after meeting with the faculty member, or if the
issue is program-related, the student should discuss such issue with the Lead Program Chair.
3. If the concern, complaint or grievance does not pertain to the student's program, or has not been
resolved up to this point the student should submit in writing formal complaint to the Asst. School
Director.
4. The Asst. School Director will review the complaint or grievance and decide that action, if any,
should be taken.
5. The Asst. School Director may schedule a personal interview with the student and/or any staff or
faculty involved in the situation. Interviews may be conducted in person or over the phone.
6. The student will be notified of the Asst. School Director’s decision regarding the grievance within
five (5) business days of receipt of the grievance/complaint.
7. If the student feels the issue remains unresolved, he or she may submit the grievance to the School
Director.
8. The School Director may elect to receive the grievance in writing or in person. The School Director will
review the grievance and all previous actions/decisions made in regard to the grievance. The School
Director may schedule a personal interview with the student and/or any staff or faculty involved in the
situation. Interviews may be conducted in person or over the phone.
9. The student will be notified of the School Director's decision regarding the grievance within five (5)
business days of receipt of the grievance.
10. If the student continues to feel that the issue remains unresolved after being notified of the School
Director's decision, the student may submit their concern in writing:
Ohio State Board of Career Colleges and Schools
Attn: Executive Director
30 East Broad Street, Suite 2481
Columbus, OH 43215
877-275-4219
PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

Federal statutes protect the privacy and confidentiality rights of students enrolled at educational institutions. These
statutes regulate the gathering, disclosure and circulation of educational records of students associated with the
educational institution. As such, these individuals are guaranteed freedom from unlawful intrusion and protection
from unauthorized disclosure of personal data from their education records. TTEC complies with its legal and ethical
obligation of preserving the right to privacy and confidentiality concerning all past and present students of the
Institution. The Institution protects the maintenance and release of student information according to federal and state
laws and regulations, which (1) outline the ways in which data can be collected from students, (2) restrict information
disclosure, and (3) safeguard the quality of information that is circulated. The institution strives to ensure the effective
protection of student records from inappropriate and illegal disclosure.
RELEASING OF INFORMATION

Students may request information from their individual file during TERNION TRAINING AND
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EDUCATION CENTERS’s regular office hours, 9 a.m. to 5 p. m. This request must be in writing and
signed by the student. A waiver may be signed by an individual student, pertaining to the school to
release specific information upon third party request, particularly job search information. Applicants,
students and graduates may contact the School Director to verify or change the information release
status of their file.
STUDENT RIGHT TO KNOW DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Notice is hereby given that, in accordance with the Student Right to Know Act and the Higher Education Opportunity
Act, the graduation, retention and placement information of certificate, diploma and degree seeking students is
available.
DRESS CODE POLICY

Students attending TTEC are required to wear their designated program uniform to class every day. All students are
required to wear appropriate dress attire at all times.
The first violation of this policy will result in one verbal warning with no penalty. Additional infractions will result
in the student being sent home. Students not in uniform may be prohibited from attending their class at any time.
In addition to wearing the program uniform, students are required to do the following:
• Fingernails must be kept short and clean
• Keep uniforms clean
• Appropriate dress is required at all times. (No tanks tops, open toe flip flops, no saggy pants, and no miniskirts)
• Wear lab coats during all lab and clinical procedures
• Remove all visible piercings during class for safety purposes and professionalism
• Refrain from wearing any hats or other head coverings
• Refrain from wearing excessive jewelry, makeup, or perfume
• Keep facial hair neatly trimmed
• If possible, keep visible tattoos covered
• Keep long hair tied back during all lab and clinical procedures
CATALOG PHOTOGRAPHY

The photos appearing in this Catalog are representative of Ternion Training And Education Centers™. These are not
actual photos of the facility or operation of the institution unless otherwise indicated.
TRADEMARK AND SERVICE MARK DISCLAIMER

All other trademarks, service marks and logos used in this publication are the trademarks, service marks
or logos of their respective owners.
CATALOG REVISIONS

Curricula, policies and other matters discussed herein are subject to change at the discretion of the Institutions.
Changes will be reflected in an addendum to this Catalog that will then be considered an integral part of this
publication.
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CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

In compliance with state and federal disclosure requirements, the Institution tabulates crime statistics annually and
reports the past three years' statistics. An annual report is published and available to students, staff, and faculty.
Common areas are monitored by the staff and faculty.
CRIMINAL HISTORY DISCLOSURE

Some employers may deny employment to students who have a criminal record. Many employers require a criminal
background check and drug screening, among other requirements, before accepting students as externs and employees.
Students with criminal histories may not be eligible for professional certification or licensure after graduation,
depending on the requirements of the student's chosen program at the time of completion. Students are reminded
that having a criminal background may limit their employment possibilities and that background check requirements
vary by program. Please contact the Career Services Department if you have questions or concerns regarding the
information in this section of the Catalog.
CERTIFICATION AND STATE LICENSURE

It is the responsibility of each student to understand the certification, state board, or licensing requirements applicable
to their field of study. Students are also advised that such requirements may change during the course of a program.
Students are responsible for researching the requirements that may affect their eligibility with the appropriate agencies
prior to enrollment, as well as during the course of a program, and if a student's circumstances change.
Certain programs at the institution are designed to prepare students for required certification exams or state licensure
in a field of study. However, the institution cannot guarantee any student's eligibility to sit for or pass an exam or to
become licensed. Students are not automatically certified or licensed upon graduation. A high school diploma or GED
may be required to sit for a particular exam or to become licensed. Additionally, there may be a minimum age
requirement for some exams or licenses. A criminal background check may also be required for certification or
licensure. A student should contact the appropriate agency to understand the scope of the background check and what
crimes may prohibit certification or licensure.

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

TTEC requires all students to use electronic communications in a responsible, ethical, and legal manner. The institution
values freedom of expression and encourages diverse viewpoints customary to an academic institution. All computer
equipment provided by or accessible at or through TTEC, including but not limited to the following software and
hardware, is exclusively intended to assist students in their educational activities: email accounts, facsimile
equipment, Internet access, instant messaging, voicemail, and related supplies. Students should not expect that
computer files, email, voicemail, or Internet bookmarks or histories are confidential or private. Therefore, students
should have no expectation of privacy related to their usage of these systems. Even when a message or file is deleted
or erased, it is still possible to recover the message or file, and, therefore, privacy of messages and computer files cannot
be and is not guaranteed. Messages sent through these media and the contents of the hard drives of any computer that
is the property of the TTEC, as well as saved voicemail messages, may be considered business records of the Institution
and could be used in administrative, judicial, or other proceedings. Downloading, distributing, or sending obscene
material is strictly prohibited. The use of TTEC facilities or equipment to upload, download, generate, distribute, or
send pornographic materials is also strictly prohibited, including, but not limited to, visiting or bookmarking any
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such websites, or opening, sending or forwarding any such emails, faxes or voicemail messages. Any communications
by students sent or received via email, instant messenger, voice mail, or fax, using our facilities or equipment, that
may constitute verbal abuse, slander, or defamation, or that may be considered offensive, harassing, vulgar, obscene,
or threatening, are strictly prohibited. Offensive content includes, but is not limited to, sexual comments or images,
racial slurs, gender-specific comments, or any comments that would offend someone on the basis of age, race, sex,
color, religion, national origin, handicap, disability, or veteran status. By using the TTEC's computer facilities,
equipment, software, and communications devices, all students knowingly and voluntarily consent to have their use
of these systems monitored, as well as acknowledge the Institution’s right to conduct such monitoring. Any
individual who fails to abide by this policy may be subject to disciplinary actions, up to and including expulsion.
ATTENDANCE

The importance of good attendance for learning and for career preparation can never be overemphasized. Courses may
contain multiple teacher-to-student and student-to-student interaction, learning activities, and/or extensive disciplinespecific lab work that involve specialized equipment. Students must be physically present in order to learn and to
garner the greatest understanding from these experiences. As our students graduate and move from training into their
careers, the employer will require dependability and punctuality. TTEC attendance policy approximates the
expectations found in a work environment and is designed to help students develop the discipline of regular and
prompt attendance. No matter how skilled the person, an employee is valuable only when present on the job. Therefore,
students are expected to attend all scheduled classes and be on time. Attendance is mandatory, and will be taken
at the beginning of each class. Students who miss more than 20 % of the scheduled clock hours or 10
consecutive days during an academic quarter will be terminated from the program. Unexcused absences
will result in your termination from the course. Students who are terminated because of attendance
violations may register for the same class next session.
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Students shall be given attendance credit only for the hours of scheduled classes as contained in the
master class schedule. Excess hours may be used for tutoring, lab practice and the make-up of
assignments; however, such hours shall not count as official attendance hours or be substituted for
scheduled hours missed. The master class schedule shall designate scheduled class hours, holidays, break
days, instructor in-service days which shall be uniform for all students attending within the appropriate
time period. Absences are defined as any student not in attendance for the entire scheduled class period,
excepting those students who may be on a qualified leave of absence.
Students, by their signature on the daily roll sheets, shall be responsible for assuring that their attendance
is recorded correctly. After the first warning, attendance shall not be recorded for students after the close
of the day of class who forget to sign in or sign out.
RECORDING ATTENDANCE

•
•

A roll sheet shall be prepared daily for each scheduled class, which shall list the name of the
course, date, names of students scheduled for the class and lines for the students to sign in and
sign out for each class period.
The time for each student entering the class shall be the actual time of arrival; students leaving
early shall sign out with the actual time of departure. A student may not sign in and sign out at
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•

•

the same time.
The class roll sheets shall be inspected by the instructor at the end of the class period to verify
that students recorded attendance correctly. Any errors in the recording of the attendance are to
be brought to the attention of the student and he/she directed to make the correction. It is not
permissible for instructors or other students to sign for another student.
Attendance records may not be modified after the day in which the attendance was taken without
the expressed approval of the School Director.

TABULATING DAILY ATTENDANCE

At the close of each class period, the instructor shall transfer the daily roll sheets to the records
administrator who shall enter each student’s attendance by number of hours attended (or by “ab”
if student is absent) on a summary sheet which will illustrate a day by day attendance record for
each student.
The records administrator shall note any student who falls within the following categories:
a. Missing more than 20% of the current grading period hours
b. Missing more than 20% of the cumulative grading period hours completed
c. Missing more than 20% of the total program hours within the first 75% of the student’s
program (the point at which the student is obligated for full tuition).
d. More than 5 consecutive days of absence (excepting students who are on a qualified leave
of absence.)
e. Ten days of consecutive absence (excepting students who are on a qualified leave of
absence)
• For students falling within “a” through “e” above, the following actions shall be taken with
student acknowledgement and documentation placed in the student’s academic file:
1. Counseling session and attendance warning
2. Counseling session and attendance probation
3. Contact made with student to determine enrollment status.
4. Counseling session and student dismissal
• Students dismissed for excessive absences shall be permitted to re-enter no earlier than the
beginning next grading period and must repeat the coursework for the entire repeated grading
period.
•

Documentation

At the end of each grading period the student’s attendance summary for the grading period is verified
on Genesis (School Software) for accuracy and manually backed up for storage purpose. The daily
roll sheets shall be placed chronologically in an accordion file for permanent reference and storage.
Copies of student counseling sessions, warnings, probation and dismissal shall be placed in the
appropriate student’s academic file.
MAKE UP WORK

No more than 5% of the total clock hours for a program may be made up. Make up work must follow
the following procedures:
• be supervised by an instructor;
• demonstrate substantially the same level of knowledge or competence expected of a student who
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•
•

attend the scheduled class session;
be completed within two weeks of the end of the grading period during which the absence
occurred;
be documented by the school as being completed, recording the date, time duration of the makeup session, and the name of the supervising instructor; and be signed and dated by the student to
acknowledge the make-up session.

ACADEMIC INFORMATION
INCOMPLETE GRADES

Incomplete grades will only be given when extenuating circumstances beyond the student's control (e.g.,
hospitalization, accident, death in the family, etc.) prevent them from taking the final exam for a
particular course. Therefore, a significant amount of course work needs to be completed in order to
obtain an incomplete grade, which is appointed at the discretion of the instructor and the Director of
Education. The student must notify the instructor as soon as possible of their situation. Furthermore, the
instructor and/or Director of Education reserve the right to request documentation before issuing the
incomplete grade. The student will have until the end of the following module when the incomplete was
granted in to make up the final exam for that course. If the student does not make up the final during this
time period, the grade issued
For the final exam will be an "F", which will be computed into the final course grade. The final course
grade will be computed into the GPA and count toward the Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP)
completion calculations.

WITHDRAWALS
Students wishing to withdraw from the institution must notify the institution in writing within 3 business
days of leaving the school. A withdrawal form can be picked up at the Records Administrator’s office.
Failure to notify the school within the specified timeframe; will allow for the school to determine the
withdrawal date according to its termination policy.
Incomplete grades do not affect the grade point average until such times as they have been changed to a
letter grade, but they do count toward credits attempted. Withdrawals do not affect the grade point
average, but do count toward credits attempted. Repetitions are included in both grade point average and
hours attempted. Upon reenrollment, your previous academic history will be included in determining
both grade point average and credits. If you were not making satisfactory progress at the time of
withdrawal, you will reenter on academic probation and will be required to reestablish satisfactory
progress.

COURSE REPEAT POLICY
You must repeat any required class in which a grade of F was received. A failed class will be repeated
at the earliest possible term at the option of the Director. There is a fee for repeating a class. Both
original and repeated grades are recorded on your academic record. Both are counted in grade point
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average and hours attempted.

RE –ENTRY POLICY
At the discretion of Ternion Training and Education Centers™. a student may re-enter to complete
his/her program by submitting an application for re-enrollment which constitutes the same procedures
as required for his/her initial enrollment. A student may re-enter only at the beginning of a grading
period. However, in the circumstance of termination for unsatisfactory progress, the re-entry must be
after the lapse of at least one grading period.
The re-entering student will be entered on the master student register under the date of the re-admitting
enrollment contract. The enrollment contract shall designate the length of the program to be the
remainder of the program and attendance standards shall be assessed according to the length of the
remaining program. The record of previous education and training shall designate the credit for the
previous courses successfully completed that are part of the student’s official program.
Documentation

Appropriate enrollment documentation shall be prepared for the re-entering student (see checklist for
admissions). Copies may be made from the original enrollment if information for the document has not
changed. A change of status form must be completed indicating the course credits accepted from the
previous enrollment, the date of the re-enrollment and the determination of the new graduation date. The
enrollment documentation and the student status change documentation shall be placed in the student’s
academic file.
PROGRAM TRANSFERS

Students who wish to change from one program to another or seek an additional degree may do so, as
long as they meet both general and programmatic admissions requirements. A new enrollment agreement
must also be signed. If a student was not making Satisfactory Academic Progress in his/her original
program of study, the student will be required to successfully submit a SAP probation appeal. Refer to
the SAP policy for appeal requirements. Students who want to change their programs must first go
through the Director of Education's office for approval. Financial obligations are subject to change upon
changing programs. Therefore, students considering a change in their programs should meet with a
Financial Aid Representative to understand the impacts of a change in program.
CHANGES TO ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

TTEC reserves the right to teach subject areas in any order it deems necessary; to add to or delete from
certain courses, programs, or areas of study, as circumstances may require; and to make faculty changes.
The Institution has the right, at its discretion, to make reasonable changes in program content, materials,
schedules, and sequences of courses in programs in the interest of improving the student's education, or
where deemed necessary due to industry changes, academic scheduling, or professional requirements.
Changes in training curricula shall not involve additional tuition cost to currently enrolled students unless
a new enrollment agreement is executed for an expanded program. A change in a student's status that
would require execution of a new enrollment agreement under a new training curriculum may include:
change of program of study, late return from approved leave of absence, or a transfer from day to evening
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or evening to day classes. The Institution is required to make changes in programs or policies when
ongoing federal, state, or accrediting changes require such changes. These changes may affect students
currently in attendance at the time the change is made. Changes will be published in an addendum to the
Catalog. Students are required to check with the Institution, or online at www.ternionschools.com , for
any changes to the Catalog, including Institution’s policies, program updates, and/or other changes.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

A leave of absence may be granted to any student for a total not to exceed thirty class days calendar
days. For programs of more than 200 clock hours, a student may be on leave of absence for a total of 60
calendar days. Only one leave shall be granted per twelve-month period. A leave may be granted for
illness of the student or a family member, death in the family, military service or other extenuating
circumstance or emergency. A LOA may not be granted for a student relocating away from the school
or as an avoidance of termination for attendance or academic progress standards. A student on leave
shall be considered an active student; however, the absence is not counted against attendance standards
or in the calculation of one and one-half times the program length.
STUDENT LOA APPLICATION

A student who may qualify for a leave of absence shall present in writing a request for the leave. The
request shall include the reason for which the leave is being requested and signed by the student. A
request received by FAX or delivered by a family member is considered acceptable as long as the
student’s signature appears on the request. The Records Administrator shall prepare the necessary
student status change documentation and determine the official date of return within the guidelines
above. The request must be signed by the student and approved by the Director of Education prior to
the student taking the leave. The student must be advised as to the expected date of return and informed
that failure to return on the designated date will result in termination of enrollment.
EXTENDED LEAVE OF ABSENCE

A student who is on Leave of Absence and has not exceeded the maximum consecutive day limit may
request an extension by following the same written procedures as designated above. However, the
cumulative Leave of Absence days must be consecutive and may not exceed sixty calendar days.
RETURN FROM LEAVE

The student on LOA must report back to class on the designated day or his/her enrollment terminated.
The Records Administrator shall prepare the appropriate student status change documentation and the
instructor notified as to the student’s return and placement on the daily class roll.
DOCUMENTATION:

The signed student request for the Leave of Absence, plus the Student Status Change form (each for the
original LOA, Extension and/or Return) shall be placed in the student’s academic file.
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TARDINESS POLICY
All students are expected to arrive to class on time and prepared to learn. As classes begin promptly, arriving late to
class may cause students to miss valuable material. Students are considered tardy 15 minutes after class has
started. Three tardies will be counted as an absence. Students are at all times expected to conduct
themselves in a manner consistent with a professional environment. Behavior that would not be
acceptable in the work environment will not be accepted at TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION
CENTERS™. Failure to maintain appropriate behavior may constitute grounds for counseling and/or
dismissal dependent on the gravity of the infraction.

TRANSCRIPT POLICY
Transcripts will be furnished to other colleges, agencies or to the student only upon receipt of a written
request from the student. Request forms can be obtained in the Registrar’s Office. Transcripts will not
be issued if student has any debt to the school. The transcript fees: $5 (Unofficial) - issued directly to
student; $8 (Official) - mailed.
RECORDS ADMINISTRATION

The request form shall be transferred to the Records Administrator who shall verify that the information
is complete and correct and send the request to the appropriate school with any required fee. The student
name, date, and destination shall be entered on a control spreadsheet for subsequent monitoring.
Each two-week period of time, the control spreadsheet shall be examined to determine receipt of
transcript and if still outstanding, a second or third request will be sent. The Records Administrator shall
follow-up by telephone to the school/state to ascertain status should questions arise.
If after the second request or if the high school/GED center is indicating a negative response, the student
must be contacted to verify information and to assist in obtaining the necessary transcript. Upon receipt
of an official transcript, the Records Administrator shall examine the document and ascertain a date of
graduation, the appropriate school official’s signature and the school’s seal. Only an original transcript
received direct from the school shall be considered official. Upon verification, the transcript shall be
placed in the student’s academic file.
Failure to receive an official transcript for high school graduation or GED certification, the student shall
be dismissed with all funds refunded to the source of the funding.
FOREIGN TRANSCRIPTS

Three good-faith attempts shall be made to secure foreign transcripts following the procedures described
above. Should a positive response not be forthcoming, the student shall be contacted and shall certify
that he/she is a high school graduate and that the information provided is correct and complete to the
student’s knowledge. This certification shall be notarized and placed in the student’s academic file.
To be considered for regular admission for all programs, you must complete the following;
• Be interviewed by an Admissions Representative at the school to determine your needs and
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•
•

abilities.
Complete an application.
Complete an enrollment agreement and submit it with the registration deposit. If your application
is not accepted, your full deposit will be returned.

In the event that previous training received provides the skill level required for graduation from our
courses, credit will be issued for that training and costs adjusted accordingly. A Previous Education
Verification Form will be used to make that notation and denote any credit due.
CREDIT FOR PREVIOUS TRAINING

Students who wish to receive credit for previous training must submit records upon enrollment. All
testing and acceptance procedures must be completed prior to signing an enrollment contract. The school
does not guarantee the transfer of its course hours to any other educational institution. Acceptance of
course hour is at the discretion of the receiving institution. TTEC students wishing to move from one
program to another may do so if they meet the admissions requirements and all financial obligations for
the program. Students will be given credit for relevant TTEC courses already completed before
transferring.
DEFINITION OF QTR CREDIT

One Quarter credit for 10 clock hours of lecture, 20 clock hours of laboratory, or 30 clock hours of
work of work-based activities.

STUDENT PROGRESS GRADING SYSTEM
Grades for each grading period shall be determined within 48 hours of the close of the grading period.
The grades designated shall be standard for each course and determined numerically with a base of
100%. Additional projects may be averaged within the final grade, but may not be a bonus on top of an
existing grade; i.e., no grade shall exceed 100%. The instructor shall convert the numeric grade to the
scale of A, B, C, D, and F for the purposes of determining quality points for GPA.
Grades may be changed only by the instructor with the approval of the Director of Education. Incomplete
work can only be made up with the approval of the Director of Education with appropriate documentation
for the reason allowed placed in the student’s academic file.
RECORDING GRADES

The instructor shall transfer to the Records Administrator the roster of grades for each class for each
grading period. The Records Administrator shall record the grades on each student’s progress report.
The original instructor grade roster shall be placed in a binder for future reference and storage.
Determination of Satisfactory Progress – Program Continuation:
GRADING/PROBATION

Grades will be given at the end of each course. A student who is not making satisfactory progress at
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mid-term will be placed on probation for the remainder of the grading period. When a student is placed
on academic probation, TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION CENTERS™ shall counsel the
student prior to the student returning to class. The date, action taken, and terms of probation shall be
clearly indicated in the student’s permanent file. TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION
CENTERS™ will allow a student whose enrollment was terminated for unsatisfactory progress to
reenroll after a minimum of one progress evaluation period. Such re-enrollment does not circumvent
the approved refund policy. If the student does not achieve satisfactory progress at the end of the
probationary period, the student’s enrollment shall be terminated. Students that are terminated for
unsatisfactory progress cannot be readmitted until a minimum of one grading period has passed. Failing
or unsatisfactory grades are in the 59% and below area of the grading scale. Passing or satisfactory
grades are in the 60% and above area of the scale.
GRADING SCALE

A = 100 % - 90%
B = 89 % - 80%
C = 79 % - 70 %

4.0
3.0
2.0

D = 69% -60%
F = 59 % - 0 %

Incomplete grades shall be given to students who are granted a leave of absence or students who have
been absent for five (5) days or more and are unable to fulfill the course objectives of the grading period
missed. All make up exams are to be made up no later than two (2) days after the scheduled exam date.
The maximum amount of time a student has to complete the program is nine (9) weeks. After this time
the student will have to re-enroll in the program.
In order to graduate, a student must pass all courses, and maintain a minimum of 70% or above grade
for all courses.
MEASUREMENT OF PROGRESS

Progress is measured at the midpoint and end-of-term for academic semester or academic quarter or at
least every seven weeks. In longer programs, progress may be measured at the end of every quarter.
In all classes longer than seven weeks, you will be issued to cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or
better. You may appeal a final grade within the first week of the following class start.
MAXIMUM TIME ALLOWED FOR COMPLETION

All students are expected to be progressing toward completion of their program. The maximum time
allowed in which to earn a Certificate is 1.5 times the program’s normal length.
Time off while on official leave of absence does not count as part of your time enrolled. However, a
student can exceed one and one-half times the standard time frame either as a regular student or in an
extended enrollment status and receive the original academic credential for which he or she enrolled.
INCOMPLETE GRADES

All class requirements, including final exams, must be completed by the last day of the term. If an
instructor is aware of extenuating circumstances, he/she may record a temporary grade of I (incomplete).
You will have until the end of the second week of the following grading period to clear the incomplete.
If not finished in the allocated time, the final grade will be changed to F.
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GRADUATION

To be awarded a Certificate of Completion, you must meet the following requirements:
• Complete the required classes in your program with a grade of C or better.
• Have an overall grade point average of 2.0 or better.
• Settle all financial obligations with the school or make suitable arrangement for payment on
any outstanding balance.

SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC PROGRESS (SAP) Policy
Satisfactory progress in attendance and academic work is a requirement for all students enrolled in this
school. Federal and state regulations require all schools participating in state and federal financial aid
programs to monitor SAP. These standards are applicable to all students attending Ternion Training and
Education Centers™.
SAP STANDARDS

Ternion Training and Education Centers™ requires its students to maintain Satisfactory Academic
Progress (SAP) as established by this institution, in order to continue to matriculate at the school and to
continue to be eligible to participate in state financial aid programs. These standards apply to all students,
regardless of the source of the student's funding, and to all students, regardless of their status (full-time
or part-time). All students must comply with the following standards:
1. All students must maintain a cumulative academic average of “C” (70% or better for all
Programs.
2. All students are held responsible for regular and punctual attendance. TTEC’s students must be
present for 80% of the entire program. For example, a student scheduled to complete a 740 hour
program must be present for a total of 592 hours of the entire program.
3. All students must complete the program within one and one-half (1 ) times the normal length of
time required to complete the program as defined in the enrollment agreement. This time frame
will be measured in terms of clock hours attempted.
Regardless of the average level of attendance, students who have more than 10 days of consecutive
absence will be dismissed (unofficially withdrawn). This standard shall apply to all students except
those on an approved Leave-of-Absence (see LOA policy). Students who expect to be absent 10 or more
days are encouraged to request a Leave-of-Absence.
In addition to attendance standards relating to Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP), students are also
required to adhere to certain other general institutional policies relating to attendance and tardiness.
These policies are outlined in the School Catalog.
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QUANTITATIVE REQUIREMENT

All students must complete their educational program in no longer than 150% of the published length of
the program. A leave of absence will extend the student’s contract period, and maximum time frame, by
the same number of days in the leave of absence. All clock hours at TTEC and transfer hours must be
counted toward the 150% eligibility whether a student received student aid or not in order to graduate
within the maximum time frame. Students must also meet the attendance requirements as outlined in
the school catalog.

ACADEMIC YEAR DEFINITION

Ternion Training and Education Centers™ academic year is defined as, 900 clock hours and or 30 weeks.
Student must meet both clock hours and weeks of instruction as well as complying with all standards for
Satisfactory Academic Progress.
EVALUATION PERIODS

Student compliance with the policy for Satisfactory Academic Progress is divided into evaluation periods
and is assessed at each of the following times:
Example: For the 900 clock hour HVAC/R-Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning /Refrigeration
course, a student will be evaluated at the increments at which the student is scheduled to reach 225, 450,
675, and 810 clock hours.
Example: For the 960 clock hour Network and Computer Systems Administrators course a student will
be evaluated at the increments at which the student is scheduled to reach 240, 480, 720, and 864 clock
hours.
In the event a student reaches his/her scheduled graduation date and has hours remaining to complete,
the student will receive additional evaluations; either at the time the student is scheduled to reach each
additional 375 clock hours, or at the time of actual completion of the remaining hours, whichever occurs
first.
WARNING / DEVELOPMENT STATUS / APPEAL / PROBATION

Students who fail to meet minimum requirements (80% cumulative attendance for HTEC programs and
70% GPA for HTEC Programs) for attendance and academic progress at the end of a term will be placed
on a school warning. A student on a school warning may continue to attend classes as normal until the
next term begins at the end of the term if the student has met the minimum grade and attendance
requirement the student is considered to be meeting Satisfactory Academic Progress.
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If the student is not meeting Satisfactory Academic Progress at the end of the school warning, the student
will be placed on Academic Probation development Status and will be required to meet specific criteria
of an improvement plan to assist them in regaining SAP. During this period the students will not be
eligible to receive state funds but he/she may continue on a cash pay basis with an approved payment
plan. Arrangements for payment must be approved within 10 school days of notification of development
status.
If a student is making SAP at the end of the school warning, they shall be returned to normal SAP status.

APPEAL PROCESS

A student who losses their state fund eligibility due to not making SAP at the end of the school warning
has the right to file an appeal regarding their Satisfactory Academic Progress Evaluations.
A student, who wished to appeal Academic Warning Status , must submit a written request to the
School Director within ten (10) business days of being notified that they are in a non-satisfactory
progress status.
The student must describe any unusual circumstance(s) that the student believes deserve special
consideration. The basis on which a student may file an appeal: death of a relative, an injury, or illness
of the student or other special circumstance. The student must provide information as to why they did
not make SAP and what has changed that will allow them to make SAP by the next evaluation point.
Once the School Director receives the appeal, they will evaluate the appeal and provide a decision within
ten (10) business days. The School Director will notify the student in writing of the decision and all
decisions are final.
If the student wins an appeal they will then be placed on Probation, which is a status assigned by the
institution to a student who fails to make SAP.
PROBATION STATUS

A student placed on probation may receive programs funds for one term
Any student that prevails upon the appeal process shall be placed on probation and will be eligible to
receive funding during this period. The student may also be placed on an individual development plan
to assist the student in regaining SAP at the end of this payment period. Those who are not making SAP
at the end of the probation period will be ineligible to receive funds for the following terms. A student
must meet SAP prior to having eligibility reinstated. If the student is not granted a Probation they will
remain on Academic Warning with a loss of funding for at least one term, at which time they must be
making SAP in order to regain funding for the next term.
REINSTATEMENT OF AID
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This process is limited to the period under evaluation. Students making SAP by the conclusion of the
probation period will be removed from the probation status and will regain eligibility for funding
FINANCIAL APPEAL GRANTED

Should the student prevail upon their appeal they will be placed on a Financial Probation for the term.
The student will then be eligible for funds for that term. While on Probation, the student must meet the
institutions Satisfactory Academic Progress standards and complete the requirements of the Academic
Improvement Plan, which was developed by the institution to assist the student in regaining their
funding. A student on Probation because of a successful appeal is funds for ONE term.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT PLAN

•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain an attendance percentage that will ensure the student will meet Satisfactory Academic
Progress by the next payment period.
Attend theory class regularly (student must attend an average of 4 out of the 5 hours required for
theory class each week).
Complete all required test and projects assigned (test and projects must be completed and turned
in when requested).
The academic improvement plan will be monitored by the School Director
The school will notify the student each month on their academic improvement status during the
monthly progress report/advising session. Status of the students report will be written on the
progress report form for the student to sign.
Students choosing to remain in school while requesting an appeal will be responsible for charges
accrued whether or not the appeal is granted.

RETURNING STUDENT FROM A LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR A WITHDRAWAL

All students, who have withdrawn or taken a leave of absence and choose to re-enter into a course, will
be placed under the same satisfactory or unsatisfactory progress status prevailing at the time of the
prior withdrawal or leave.
RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC PROGRESS

Students may re-establish satisfactory academic progress by meeting minimum attendance and
academic requirements at the next evaluation point.
REINSTATEMENT

Funds will be reinstated to qualified students who have received a financial aid probation as a result of
a successful appeal or who have re-established satisfactory academic progress by meeting the minimum
cumulative attendance and academic requirements at the end of a term and are able to complete their
program within the maximum time frame.
NONCREDIT AND REMEDIAL COURSES

Noncredit and remedial courses do not apply to this institution. Therefore, these items have no effect
upon the school's satisfactory progress standards. Once the School Director receives the appeal, they
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will evaluate the appeal and provide a decision within ten (10) business days. The School Director will
notify the student in writing of the decision and all decisions are final.
If the student wins an appeal they will then be placed on Probation, which is a status assigned by the
institution to a student who fails to make SAP.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT PLAN

•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain an attendance percentage that will ensure the student will meet Satisfactory Academic
Progress by the next payment period.
Attend lecture class regularly (student must attend an average of 4 out of the 5 hours required for
theory class each week).
Complete all required test and projects assigned (test and projects must be completed and turned
in when requested).
The academic improvement plan will be monitored by the School Director
The school will notify the student each month on their academic improvement status during the
monthly progress report/advising session. Status of the students report will be written on the
progress report form for the student to sign.
Students choosing to remain in school while requesting an appeal will be responsible for charges
accrued whether or not the appeal is granted.

RETURNING STUDENT FROM A LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR A WITHDRAWAL

All students, who have withdrawn or taken a leave of absence and choose to re-enter into a course, will
be placed under the same satisfactory or unsatisfactory progress status prevailing at the time of the
prior withdrawal or leave.
RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC PROGRESS

Students may re-establish satisfactory academic progress by meeting minimum attendance and
academic requirements at the next evaluation point.
NONCREDIT AND REMEDIAL COURSES

Noncredit and remedial courses do not apply to this institution. Therefore, these items have no effect
upon the school's satisfactory progress standards.

CANCELLATION AND SETTLEMENT POLICY
This enrollment agreement may be canceled within five calendar days after the date of signing provided that the
school is notified of the cancellation in writing. If such cancellation is made, the school will promptly refund in
full all tuition and fees paid pursuant to the enrollment agreement and the refund shall be made no later then
thirty days after cancellation. This provision shall not apply if the student has already started academic classes.

REFUND POLICY
If the student is not accepted into the training program, all monies paid by the student shall be refunded.
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Refunds for books, supplies and consumable fees shall be made in accordance with Ohio Administrative Code
section 3332-1-10.1. There is one (1) academic term for this program that is 200 clock hours in length. Refunds
for tuition and refundable fees shall be made in accordance with following provisions as established by Ohio
Administrative Code section 3332-1-10:
(1) A student who withdraws before the first class and after the 5-day cancellation period shall be obligated for
the registration fee. (2) A student who starts class and withdraws before the academic term is 15% completed
will be obligated for 25% of the tuition and refundable fees plus the registration fee. (3) A student who starts
class and withdraws after the academic term is 15% but before the academic term is 25% completed will be
obligated for 50% of the tuition and refundable fees plus the registration fee. (4) A student who starts class and
withdraws after the academic term is 25% complete but before the academic term is 40% completed will be
obligated for 75% of the tuition and refundable fees plus the registration fee. (5) A student who starts class and
withdraws after the academic term is 40% completed will not be entitled to a refund of the tuition and fees.
The school shall make the appropriate refund within thirty days of the date the school is able to determine that a
student has withdrawn or has been terminated from a program. Refunds shall be based upon the last date of a
student’s attendance or participation in an academic school activity.

EXTERNSHIP
EXTERNSHIP POLICIES
Students that successfully complete the required courses and receive instructor approval in their program will be placed
on externship at appropriate facilities. Externships are designed to be instructional in nature by providing students with
hands-on experience. Externships are a cooperative effort between the School, the students and the externship
facilities. Students do not displace existing externship site personnel. The School maintains general liability
insurance on all students and faculty while at externship sites.
EXTERNSHIP ASSIGNMENT
Externship assignments are typically made near the end of the didactic portion of the program. Students must be prepared
to travel to their externship assignments. The School will attempt to assign sites that are within an appropriate distance
from the school, and that are convenient for the students. However, this may not always be possible. Based on
externship site availability, students may be required to complete their externship at more than one site. Students who
decline two sites may be required to locate their own approved site. In such an event, the school makes no assurance as
to when or if other sites will be available and may result in a student being withdrawn from the program. Depending
on the availability of externship sites there may be a period of up to 30 days between the extern module start date and
the date the student begins
attendance at their extern site. This may extend a student's expected graduation date. In the event of such a gap,
students are expected to make use of labs and other school facilities, as scheduled by the Lead Instructor. The time
spent in the lab is review and practice time and will not be credited toward externship hours.
➢ Certain externship sites require that criminal background checks, medical examinations and/or drug
screenings be performed on all student extern applicants.
➢ These sites will consider only those applicants who pass their criminal background/medical
examination/drug screening requirements as potential externship candidates.
➢
Students are required to attend externship assignments during daytime working hours. As most medical offices,
clinics, and other appropriate externship sites have daytime hours, it will be necessary for all students, including
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evening students, to make arrangements to complete their externship during these hours.
Before beginning their assignments, Medical Assistant students must be aware a clinical can require the following
items before going on externship a current CPR certification that is valid for the length of the externship, have
passed a recent physical exam, and met immunizations requirements, as required by the respective externship site.
EXTERNSHIP ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS
Students must attend the days and hours designated by the site. Days or times of externship may not be re-assigned without
permission from the School’s Externship Coordinator and the assigned site supervisor. In the event that the student will
be absent from their externship, the student must call the assigned site and the School in advance. If the site or the
School determines that the student is not reliable for any reason, including absence, the student maybe removed from
the site. In any case, if a student misses five or more consecutive days of externship, the student may be required to
meet with the Asst. School Director and the Externship Coordinator to review their academic status. Students with a
gap in extern attendance greater than 30 calendar days will be withdrawn from the program due to non-attendance.
Students are required to attend 100% of the required externship hours. TTEC holidays and vacations do not apply to
students on externship. It is the responsibility of the student to provide the school with a timesheet signed by the site
supervisor, documenting externship hours completed for the week no later than Monday of the following week. If a
student has missed any externship time, arrangements for make-up time must be made with the site supervisor.
Students will not be considered to have completed their externship until the site supervisor has certified all required
attendance hours, and all required paperwork has been turned in to the Externship Coordinator.
EXTERNSHIP PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
A designated site supervisor will evaluate a student's progress at the externship and submit evaluations to the School. In
addition, a faculty member or the Externship Coordinator will track the student during the externship. The student is
responsible for submitting evaluations and time logs to the specified program Externship Coordinator or faculty
member. These submissions are required for graduation.
EXTERNSHIP CONDUCT
The externship site is a professional environment. Students must conduct themselves in a professional manner deemed
appropriate for the workplace, including arriving on time, leaving on time, and acting in a reliable and responsible
manner. Students must demonstrate a professional image and demeanor and practice good personal hygiene at all times
during the externship. The student is never to reveal any confidential information regarding patients or clients. The
student's ability to complete their externship at the designated site is at the sole discretion of the site supervisor. The
site supervisor may, at any time, for any reason, request that the School relocate the student to another site. Students
who have been asked to leave the externship site by the supervisor may have to wait until another externship rotation
or site becomes available to resume their program. Therefore, students should make every effort to ensure that their
externship experiences are successful. Students are expected to demonstrate the utmost integrity and honesty while
on externship. Providing false data to the School regarding externship attendance or performance is grounds for
dismissal from the Institution.
APPEAL PROCESS

Students may appeal decisions regarding externship issues in accordance with the following procedure.
• The student must petition the School in writing.
• The petition must include steps that will be taken by the student to improve their academic standing
with the School.
• The petition must be addressed and delivered to the Asst. School Director.
• All petitions will be reviewed by the School administration; the student will receive a response from
the school within five business days.
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TUITION AND FEES

Program Name

Clock Hours

Tuition

Books,
Supplies &
Fees

Total
Cost

Computerized Accounting Specialist

910

$10,595

$1,262

$11,857

Computer Application Specialist
2000

250

$3,000

$355

$3,355

Computerized Office Administration

910

$8,989

$1,121

$10,110

Network and Computer Systems
Administrators

960

$18,093

$2015

$20,108

Medical Assistant

910

$7,575

$1,800

$9,375

HVAC/R-Heating, Ventilation, Air
Conditioning/Refrigeration

900

$11,650

$1,975

$13,625

SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS
Phlebotomy Technician **

120

$699

Fiber Network Technician

120

$2,650

$850

$3,500

Career School Instructor Training

250

$9,475

$1,315

$10,940

$699

**PLEASE SEE PAGE 71 FOR ANY ADDITIONAL COSTS TO BE PAID BY
THE STUDENT
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GENERAL ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

To be considered for regular admission into TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION CENTERS™
training programs you must meet the following requirements:
1. They are a high school graduate, have a certification of General Educational Development (GED) from an
institution accredited by an agency recognized by the United States Department of Education.
2. Must be a minimum of 16 years of age with parental or legal guardian consent. Student must
reach 18 years of age prior to starting externship courses for Allied Health Programs.
In addition to the above, the applicant must have completed an admissions interview in which it is
established that the career goals of the individual are consistent with the career paths provided by our
institution. Students are accepted on a first-come, first-serve basis. We strictly enforce and adhere to a
policy of non-discrimination on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, sex, handicap, or age.
Upon acceptance into Ternion Training and Education Centers™ all student must attend a new
student orientation seminar to be scheduled by the Director of Admissions.
ENROLLMENT REQUIREMENTS:

At the time of enrollment, the student shall certify that he or she has graduated from high school or
successfully completed the requirements for a GED. This certification form becomes a part of the
admissions process.
In addition, the student shall sign a form authorizing TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION
CENTERS™ to secure the official transcript from the High School or GED Center (in accordance with the
state the prospective student resides). 30 days within the first day of attendance transcripts are due. All
programs are in English.
REGISTRATION

Registration begins two weeks prior to starting session.
**Note** Students may register in advance for session during any registration period

ENGLISH PROFICIENC Y
Each student should be able to read and write in Standard English. All classes are taught in English.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE HOURS

TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION CENTERS™ offices are open from 9:00A.M. to 5:00 P.M.,
Monday through Friday except on office holidays. After office hours, call 1-888-319-9419 to leave a
message. A representative will return your call upon receipt. Fridays are mandatory for students who
are falling below academic or attendance satisfaction.
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Class Schedule / Calendar
250 Clock Hour Course (13 W eeks) 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
250 Clock Hour Course (13 W eeks) 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
250 Clock Hour Course (13 W eeks) 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
900 Clock Hour Course (45 we eks) 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
900 Clock Hour Course (45 we eks) 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
900 Clock Hour Course (55 we eks) 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
910 Clock Hour Course (45 we eks) 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
910 Clock Hour Course (45 we eks) 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
910 Clock Hour Course (55 we eks) 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
960 Clock Hour Course (48 weeks) 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
960 Clock Hour Course (48 weeks) 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
960 Clock Hour Course (58 weeks) 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
Short-Term Programs
120 Clock Hour Courses (6 weeks) 9:00a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
250 Clock Hour Course (13 W eeks) 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
TTEC classes are scheduled with 50 minute instructional hours with a 10 minute break at the end of
each hour.

Student Records
SECURITY OF STUDENT RECORDS

The privacy and confidentiality of all official student and former student records shall be preserved at
TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION CENTERS™. Student records are maintained and
safeguarded by TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION CENTERS’s Administrative Division.
Each student has the right to inspect and challenge the accuracy of his/her records.
Only the student may view his or her record or request in writing any issuance of the record. If parents
or other designated individuals wish to review or receive copies of a student’s record, they must have
the student’s written permission to view or receive a copy, unless the student is claimed as a dependent
by the parent or guardian.
METHODS OF FURNISHING STUDENT RECORDS

The following are exempted from the requirement of written student permission:
• Other school officials who have legitimate educational interest.
• Authorized representatives of the Comptroller General, administrative head of an
educational agency or state education auditors.
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•

Judicial representatives in compliance to a subpoena or law enforcement order. (A copy of
this order would be placed in the student’s record with date of issuance posted.)Agency
representatives in connection with a student application for a receipt of financial aid.
Separate files are maintained for records in the following categories: (1) academic, (2)
disciplinary, (3) counseling, (4) financial aid and (5) placement. When justified by legitimate
law enforcement needs, the campus public safety office may maintain confidential records
relating primarily to its investigative function.

FURNISHING STUDENT RECORDS INFORMATION

Ternion Training and Education Centers™. is mandated to guarantee each student’s academic privacy.
The following procedures are in place to assure compliance with the States policies and procedures.
Transcripts and enrollment verifications will be issued only by Student Records personnel.
Information that may be issued to an inquirer either in person or over the telephone:
Enrollment status
Attendance dates
Curriculum
Graduation status
Location of classes (if legitimate reasons are demonstrated)
Information that cannot be issued to anyone over the telephone (including the student):
Social Security number
Grades
GPA
AP status
Telephone number*
Address
*Issued only with approval of the Director of Administration
The information listed in number three cannot be issued to parents, friends, brothers/sisters, etc., either
in person or over the telephone. (Parents who can provide documentation that the student is claimed as
a dependent may have access to this information.) A signed Request Authorization must be obtained to
authorize release of this information to anyone. The release of restricted information will be the
responsibility of Student Records staff so that proper documentation can be maintained.
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BUSINESS & COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAMS
COMPUTERIZED ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST
COMPUTER APPLICATION SPECIALIST 2000

COMPUTERIZED OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
NETWORK AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ADMINISTRATORS

Completion Requirements
To be considered for a Completion Certificate, a student must complete all required course work and
must have attended at least 80% of the program’s offerings. The minimum cumulative grade point
average to receive a Certificate of Completion is 2.0 in all subject areas.
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Computerized Accounting Specialist
The Computerized Accounting Specialist program is designed to provide the student with the skills
needed to perform a variety of accounting applications with emphasis on computer technology. This
program is designed to prepare graduates for entry-level employment and advancement in accounting
positions. Upon completion of the program, the graduate will have basic accounting skills in journalizing
and posting, and a basic working knowledge of accounting systems, as well as other general business
skills. The graduate will also have practical skills in computer spreadsheet applications and word
processing. These skills will allow the graduate to find employment in businesses, which have an
accounting department or position.
Our graduates will possess the skills and competencies that place them at the top of the entry-level market
for career employment. Students will be prepared for employment positions such as full-charge
bookkeeper, bookkeeper assistant, accounting clerk, automated records clerk, accounts payable clerk,
accounts receivable clerk, payroll clerk, auditing clerk, data entry clerk, customer service representative,
office manager, general office clerk, accounting receptionist, and other related office assignments.
Employment opportunities can be found in both public and private industries and large and small alike
i.e. Accounting firms, business offices, medical facilities, etc.
The overall program will require 11 months, approximately (45 weeks) to complete for the full time
student (depending on Holidays, in between term breaks and in-service days, etc.) The individual
completing this program will receive a certificate upon completion.
Length of Time
The length of time required to graduate from the day program is forty-five and one half weeks or eleven
months depending on the holiday schedule. Terms I through V are seven weeks long in length. There
is a week break between each term.
Completion Requirements
To be considered for a Completion Certificate, a student must complete all required course work and
must have attended at least 80% of the program’s offerings. The minimum cumulative grade point
average to receive a Certificate of Completion is 2.0 in all subject areas.
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Program Outline for Computerized Accounting Specialist
COURSE
NUMBER
BUS100
CIS110
BUS110
CAS100
CAS110
CAS200
CIS200
CIS120
CAS220
CAS210
CIS210
CAS310
CAS300
CIS220
CAS400
CIS140
CAS410
CAS420
CAS500
CAS510
BUS130
BUS120
Totals

COURSE NAME
Term I
Introduction to Business
Intro to Computers & Operating Systems
Business Math
Introduction to Accounting I
Principles of Accounting I
Term II
Introduction to Accounting II
Microcomputer Apps (Word, Excel)
Keyboarding I
Federal Tax (individual)
Principles of Accounting II
Term III
Advanced Spreadsheets
Payroll Accounting
Intermediate Accounting I
Database Management
Term IV
Intermediate Accounting II
Ten Key
Internal Control and Auditing
Federal Tax II (Partnerships & Corporations)
Term V
Computerized Accounting Applications
Cost Accounting
Human Resources Management
Success Skills & Career Development

Lect. Lab Extern Clock
Hrs Hrs
Hrs
Hrs
35
15
35
35
35
35
15
15
35
35
15
35
15
35
15
35
35
35
35
35
35
615

20

20
35
20
35
20
20
20
35
35
35
295

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
70
35
35
35
35
35
35
70
70
35
35
70
910

* All Classes are 50 minutes with 10-minute breaks between classes.
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Subject Descriptions for Computerized Accounting Specialist
BUS100
Introduction to Business
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
This course focuses on fundamental business principles including structure, functions, resources, and
operational processes. Students will describe the scope of business enterprise in the nation and the world
today; identify major business functions of accounting, management, marketing, and economics;
describe the relationships of social responsibility, ethics, and law in business; and define and apply
business terminology.
CIS110
Introduction to Computers & Operating Systems
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn computer terminology, computer component parts, hardware and software. Students
will learn to identify the components of a computer system; demonstrate basic understanding of
commonly used applications; explain the impact of computers on society; explore computer careers;
identify fundamental programming structures; and demonstrate proficiency in basic operating system
functions.
BUS110
Business Math
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn the fundamentals of business mathematics including analytical and problem-solving
skills for critical thinking in business applications. Students will learn to complete and apply basic math
skills to solve business application problems; and calculate various business problems.
CAS100
Introduction to Accounting I
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
A study of analyzing, classifying, and recording business transactions in a manual and computerized
environment. Emphasis is on understanding the complete accounting cycle and preparing financial
statements, bank reconciliations, and payroll. Students will learn to define accounting terminology;
analyze and record business transactions in a manual and computerized environment; complete the
accounting cycle; prepare financial statements; and apply accounting concepts related to cash and
payroll.
CAS110
Principles of Accounting I
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn the fundamentals of financial accounting, including double-entry accounting and the
accounting cycle. Other topics include cash, receivables, inventories, plant assets, liabilities,
partnerships, corporation, investments, statement of cash flows and interpretation of financial statements.
CIS120
Keyboarding I
0 Lecture Hours / 35 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
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Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn advanced medical vocabulary system including recognition, definition, spelling,
pronunciation, and combination of words from prefixes, suffixes, word roots, and phrases
abbreviations, acronyms used within the industry and combination forms.
CIS200-Microcomputer Applications (Word, Excel)
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn today’s latest software applications running under the windows environment on PC
compatible platforms including applications of word-processing (MS WORD 2000) and spreadsheet
applications (EXCEL 2000. They will learn how to prepare various business correspondences such as
letters, memos, reports, mail merge documents, expense reports, budget calculations etc.
CAS200
Introduction to Accounting II
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CAS100
A study of accounting for merchandising, notes payable, notes receivable, valuation of receivables and
equipment, and valuation of inventories in a manual and computerized environment. Students will learn
to define related accounting terminology; analyze and record business transactions for a merchandising
operation in a manual and computerized environment; calculate interest and apply valuation methods for
receivables and payables; and utilize various inventory and depreciation valuation methods.
CAS210
Principles of Accounting II
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CAS110
Continuation of CAS110. Students will learn the fundamentals of managerial accounting including
manufacturing operations and planning and control. Other topics include budgets, introduction to cost
accounting, cost control techniques, methods of measuring performance and financial statement analysis.
CAS220
Federal Tax (Individual)
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn the laws currently implemented by the IRS, providing a working knowledge of
preparing taxes for the individual.
CIS210
Advance Spreadsheets
35 Lecture Hours / 35 Lab Hours / 70 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CIS200
Course is designed to provide an understanding of advanced functionality of electronic spreadsheets.
Students will learn to create and design macros; use database and data analysis features; and devise
solutions using linked worksheets.
CAS310
Payroll Accounting
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CAS200, CAS210
Student will learn payroll procedures, taxing entities, and reporting requirements of local, state, and
federal taxing authorities in a manual and computerized environment.
CAS300
Intermediate Accounting I
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
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Prerequisites: CAS200, CAS210
Critical analysis of general accepted accounting principles, concepts, and theory underlying the
preparation of financial statements. Students will learn the theoretical and practical basis for financial
statements, present value applications, and the theory and practice of accounting for cash, receivables,
inventories, liabilities, long-term investments, depreciable and depletable property, and intangible assets.
CIS220
Database Management
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CIS110
Introduction to database theory and the practical applications of a database. Students will learn to identify
database terminology and concepts; plan, define, and design a database; design and generate tables,
forms, and reports; and devise and process queries.
CAS400
Intermediate Accounting II
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CAS300
Students will continue to learn an in-depth analysis of generally accepted accounting principles
underlying the preparation of financial statements including comparative analysis and statement of cash
flows. Topics also included are bonds, leases, pension plans, corporate paid-in- capital, special purpose
securities, retained earnings, tax allocation, inflation accounting, funds statement, and financial
statement analysis.
CIS140
Ten Key
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Skill development in the operation of machines used in a business environment. Emphasis on the
development of skills in using electronic calculators and other office machines. Students will learn to
develop speed and accuracy using an electronic calculator/keyboard; and operate other business
machines.
CAS410
Internal Control and Auditing
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CAS300
A study of internal control and auditing standards and processing used by internal auditors, managers,
and independent public accountants. Students will learn to apply the auditing principles and procedures,
auditing standards, ethics, working papers and audit reports.
CAS420
Federal Tax II (Partnerships and Corporations)
35 Lecture Hours / 35 Lab Hours / 70 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CAS220
Students will learn an introduction to the tax laws as currently implemented by the Internal Revenue
Service providing a working knowledge of preparing taxes for a partnership, sub chapter S, and
corporation.
BUS120
Success Skills & Career Development
35 Lecture Hours / 35 Lab Hours / 70 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn various career-related tracks and success strategies for medical assistants. Other
job seeking functions will also be taught such as techniques for interviewing, resume writing, and job
searching.
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CAS500
Computerized Accounting Applications
35 Lecture Hours / 35 Lab Hours / 70 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CIS200, CAS200
A study of utilizing the computer to develop and maintain accounting record keeping systems, make
management decisions, and process common business applications with emphasis on utilizing a
spreadsheet and/or data base package/program. This course teaches an industry-specific accounting
software package (QuickBooks). Students will learn to utilize software (i.e. general ledger, spreadsheet,
and database) for accounting and business applications; select appropriate software to complete a task;
complete a comprehensive project that entails the major course competencies and outcomes; and analyze
a relevant topic with a written and oral presentation.
CAS510
Cost Accounting
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CAS300
Students will learn budgeting and cost control systems including a detailed study of manufacturing cost
accounts and reports, job order costing, and process costing. Includes introduction to alternative costing
methods such as activity-based and just-in-time costing. Coverage also includes historical cost systems,
work-in-process inventories, material and labor control, multiple products, budgeting, applying
overhead, standard costs, direct costing, evaluating profit performance, and distribution costs.
BUS130
Human Resources Management
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours / 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: BUS100
Students will learn the behavioral and legal approaches to the management of human resources in
organizations. Students will learn to describe and explain the development of human resources
management; evaluate current methods of job analysis, recruitment, selection, training/development,
performance appraisal, promotion, and separation; discuss management's ethical, socially responsible,
and legally required actions; assess methods of compensation and benefits planning; and examine the
role of strategic human resource planning in support of organizational mission and objectives.
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Computer Application Specialist 2000
The Computer Application Specialist 2000 Program is designed to provide the graduate with the key computer
skills essential to succeed in the computerized business world of today targeting the following occupations: Word
processors, Administrative Assistants, Executive Secretaries, Computer consultants, Computer/Record keeping,
General Office Clerk. We have provided a multi-dimensional approach to each skills area, insuring that our
students possess the hands-on experience in word-processing, spreadsheets, database and presentation basics
at a level in demand in today’s business environment. Our graduates will possess the skills and competencies
that place them at the top of the entry-level market in the following areas: Medical, retail, manufacturing,
telecommunications and technology related fields. A full time student will complete this program in 13 ½ weeks.
Program Outline for Computer Application Specialist 2000
Course Number

Course Titles

APP101
Introduction and Operating Systems
APP200
Keyboarding Skills Development
APP301
Word Processing
APP401
Electronic Spreadsheets
APP501
Database Management
APP601
Presentations
LIF100
Job Preparation
LIF201
Life Skills Development
TOTAL 250 CLOCK HOURS

Lecture
Hours
15
5
15
15
15
5
15
45
130

Lab Hours
15
45
15
15
15
15
0
0
120

Length of Time
The length of time required to graduate from the day program is 13 ½ weeks or 3 ½ months depending on the
holiday schedule.
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Subject Descriptions for Computer Application Specialist 2000
APP101
Introduction & Operating Systems
15 lecture / 15 lab = 30 clock hours
This course introduces the user to computer systems/operating systems as found in most work
environments in the office of today. They will be able to identify the components of the system,
access the software that is available, and maneuver through the Windows environment for ease of
operation and management of file systems.
APP200
Keyboarding Skills Development
5 Lecture Hours / 45 Lab Hours = 50 Total Clock Hours
This course is an intense training session designed to gain mastery of keyboarding skills. Speed
and accuracy is emphasized, and the student is challenged to improve both with every session of
instruction. These same drills will be utilized through to graduation to continue to develop that
speed and accuracy.
APP301
Word Processing
15 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 30 Total Clock Hours
This course will elevate the understanding of the keyboard and file use to a level of advanced Word
Processing and elementary Desk Top Publishing. The student will be able to access data, import
graphics, and develop numerous business documents from template as well as self-developed.
Although not specific to the goals of this course, the basics of WEB design are components of this
training.
APP401
Electronic Spreadsheets
15 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 30 Total Clock Hours
This course provides all the essential skills to the creation and updating of spreadsheets for a
multiplicity of applications. The use of Excel allows the student to become proficient in techniques
and functions essential to developing and managing spreadsheet data and reports. This course will
also integrate with the other Microsoft Office applications.
APP501
Database Management
15 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 30 Total Clock Hours
Access is the work engine of the Microsoft Office data file system. In this course, the student will
learn how to enter, manipulate, and extract data from this database system. They will also learn the
basics of report design and use, as well as basic database structure.
APP601
Presentations
5 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 20 Total Clock Hours
The PowerPoint program allows students to create presentations and reports in a fully integrated
software package. The student will learn how to take text and report from the other applications
taught, and import/modify for this powerful presentation software.
LIF201
Life Skills Development
45 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 45 Total Clock Hours
This course is designed to provide the student with the skills that will allow them to effectively
manage a career and home. It will teach them how to organize their time and life, while
maintaining an effective balance for both personal and professional priorities.
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LIF100
Job Preparation
15 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 15 Total Clock Hours
All of the essential skills necessary to market your skills, and then present yourself for employment
are included in this course. It integrates some of the information that is found in LIF201 as well.
This course is designed to assist the student in securing employment as well as upgrading in the
future.
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Computerized Office Administration
The Computerized Office Administration program prepares students for employment in business
environments. The program provides students with a broad base of technological and secretarial skills
including; keyboarding, the modern office, technical skills and knowledge, office support and business
skills, business communication and problem-solving skills, employment skills, word processing,
spreadsheets, presentation, and database applications. These “hands-on” courses involve job simulations
whereby students participate in such activities as setting priorities, editing and proofreading, preparing
tables and graphs, composing and typing correspondence. Graduates will possess marketable skills in
the following areas: Business, medical, retail, manufacturing, telecommunications. A full time student
will complete this program in 11 mont hs (45 weeks).
Program Outline for Computerized Office Administration
Course
Number
TAS101
TAS201
TAS301
TAS401
EMP501
CAS100
KEY201B

Course Titles

Lecture Hours

The Modern Office
Technical Skills and Knowledge
Office Support Skills
Business Communication and Problem
Solving Skills
Employment Skills
Computer Applications
Keyboarding

15
15
60
30

Lab
Hours
15
15
30
15

30
300
0

30
255
100

450

460

TOTALS

(910 Clock Hours)

Length of Time
The length of time required to graduate from the day program is forty-five and one half weeks or eleven
months depending on the holiday schedule. Terms I through IV are seven weeks long in length.
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Subject Descriptions for Computer Office Administration
TAS101
The Modern Office
15 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 30 Total Clock Hours
This course introduces the user to the office environment, career opportunities in the office, attitude at
work and getting along with people. Students will be able to understand office design, workstations, and
Federal Legislation affects in the office environment, soft skills, motivating people expectations and
teamwork.
TAS201
Technical Skills and Knowledge
15 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 30 Total Clock Hours
This course consist of office computer systems, network systems and telecommunications and computer
equipment issues that include, management information systems, computer systems and components of
a computer system, networked systems in the office, telecommunications and the information highway,
computer-related employment issues, health factors and energy issues related to computer use and other
automated office equipment.
TAS301
Office Support Skills
60 Lecture Hours / 30 Lab Hours = 90 Total Clock Hours
This course will introduce telephone procedures, filing and managing records, processing business
documents, Computerized accounting systems, financial statements, sending and receiving mail and
managing office activities such as time and scheduling business meeting and handling travel
arrangements.
TAS401
Business Communication and Problem Solving Skills
30 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 45 Total Clock Hours
This course provides all the essential skills for the communication process, office communication
networks, Workplace literacy and SCANS, effective reading, writing and speaking in the office, business
math and communicating in groups, decision making, problem solving and conflict resolution.
EMP501
Employment Skills
30 Lecture Hours / 30 Lab Hours = 60 Total Clock Hours
All of the essential skills necessary to market your skills, and then present yourself for employment are
included in this course. This course is designed to assist the student in securing employment as well as
upgrading in the future by understanding personal attributes, sources of career information, and choosing
a career.
CAS100
Computer Applications
300 Lecture Hours / 255 Lab = 555 Total Clock Hours
This course prepares the individual for the Microsoft Office User Specialist certification. Upon
completion of this course, students will be proficient in Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook and Access.
KEY201 B
Keyboarding
0 Lecture Hours /100 Lab Hours = 100 Total Clock Hours
This course is an intense training session designed to gain mastery of keyboarding skills. Speed and
accuracy is emphasized, and the student is challenged to improve both with every session of instruction.
Students will be able to: operate by touch, demonstrate proper typing techniques, Type at least 55 words
per minute.
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Network and Computer Systems Administrators
The Network and Computer Systems Administrators program prepares students for employment in the
field of Computer Support and Computer Networking. The program provides students with a broad
base of technological skills including: extensive knowledge of operating systems, computer
applications (comprehensive and advanced), networking essentials, client/server support, Computer
Repair training to prepare for the Comp TIA A+ certification exams, Network+, Security+, and
Computer User Support. These “hands-on” courses involve job simulations whereby students
participate in such activities as troubleshooting, assembling, and disassembling computers, setting up
networks, help desk simulation, and multi-tasking in a team oriented environment The Social Media
Security Intelligence & Analytics course of instruction prepares individuals with working knowledge
and skills in the areas of social media theory and principles, social media technical composition, social
media risks, security and incident response, social media policy framework, including terms of service
and privacy statements. Once completed students will learn to anticipate attacks and guard sensitive
information from social media hackers, and, in the event of a breach, have tools to quickly respond to
security incidents. Students will have proven competency to help guide organization’s social media
personnel security policy ins and outs of using a social medial tool to monitor social networks for
actionable intelligence.
Graduates will possess marketable skills in the following areas: Help Desk support, PC Repair
technician, Information Technology Specialist (IT Specialist), Support Specialist, Computer
Technician, Computer Support Specialist, Help Desk Analyst, Technical Support Specialist, Network
Support Specialist, Electronic Data Processing Auditor (EDP Auditor), Network Technician, Computer
Specialist as well as Information Security Technician, Security Administrator, Security architect,
Security Engineer or any other role that is responsible for information security. . A full time student
will complete this program in 11 mont hs (50 weeks).

Length of Time
The length of time required to graduate from the day program is 11 m onths (50
on the holiday schedule. Terms I through V are 7-9 weeks long in length.
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Network and Computer Systems Administrators Course Outline
COURSE
NUMBER

COURSE NAME

LEC
HRS

LAB EXT
HRS HRS

TOT CLK
HRS

TERM I
COMP1001

CompTIA Strata/IT Fundamentals

55

65

120

4

4

8

4

4

8

4
4
2
4
2

4
4
2
12
8

8
8
4
16
10

2

0

2

5
7

4
4

9
11

7

5

12

9
4
8

3
0
0

12
4
8

50

30

80

50

30

80

80
70

40
40

120
110

40

20
270

60
270

270

960

TERM II
SMCI 200
SMCI 201
SMCI 202
SMCI 203
SMCI 204
SMCI205
SMCI 206
SMCI 207
SMCI 208
SMCI 209
SMCI 210
SMCI 211
SMCI 212
SMCI 213
TERM III
COMP3100
COMP3200

Social Media Security and Information
Assurance
Social Media Monitoring: Security and
Information Assurance
Infrastructure Security
Intelligence Analytics and Compliance
Data protection and Access Management
Career Skills/Job Readiness
Social Media Technical Decomposition
Corporate Hiring Plans/Career
Expectations
Data Protection and Security
Social Media Risk
Social Media Security and Incident
Response
Social Media Management
Social Media Policy Development
Social Laws and Regulations
Computer Repair I- A+ Hardware
Computer Repair II – A+ Operating
Systems

TERM IV
COMP 3300 Network+
COMP 3400 Security+
TERM V
COMP300 Computer User Support
EXT001
Externship
TOTALS
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Subject Descriptions for Network and Computer Systems Administrators
COMP1001
CompTIA Strata/IT Fundamentals
55 Lecture Hours / 65 Lab Hours = 120 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Technology and Computer Hardware Basic: Students will learn to identify basic IT vocabulary and
demonstrate the proper use of Monitors, Desktop, Server, Portable or Laptop PDA and Smartphone
compatibility issues and common errors. Students will also learn to recognize common operational
problems caused by hardware and demonstrate the ability to minimize risk.
Software Installation and Functions: Students will learn to conduct basic software installation,
removal and/or upgrading, identify issues related to folder and file management. Explain the function
and purpose of software tools security. Students will also learn to recognize basic security risks and
procedures to prevent them, as well as recognize security breaches and ways to resolve them.
Green IT and Preventative Maintenance: Students will learn and identify environmentally sound
techniques to preserve power and dispose of materials. Students will identify green techniques,
equipment and necessary procedures. Identify preventative maintenance products, techniques, and how
to use them.
SMCI200
Social Media Security and Information Assurance
4 Lecture Hours / 4 Lab Hours = 8 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP1001
Data protection and access management: Students will learn how to protect information from
unauthorized use, disclosure, modification, or destruction and eliminate risks from insecure database
configurations.
SMCI201
Social Media Monitoring: Security and Information Assurance
4 Lecture Hours / 4 Lab Hours = 8 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP1001
Students will learn how to gather, analyze, measure and interpret event data from an IT environment to
detect malicious activity and demonstrate compliance
SMCI202
Infrastructure Security
4 Lecture Hours / 4 Lab Hours = 8 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP1001
This course will teach students how to address security issues across an IT environment to ensure each
device is protected from malicious activity.
SMCI203
Intelligence, Analytics, and Compliance
4 Lecture Hours / 4 Lab Hours = 8 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP1001
Students will learn how to gather, analyze, measure and interpret event data from an IT environment to
detect malicious activity and demonstrate compliance.
SMCI204
Data Protection and Access Management
2 Lecture Hours / 2 Lab Hours = 4 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn how to protect information from unauthorized use, disclosure, modification,
or destruction and eliminate risks from insecure database configurations. Infrastructure security:
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Students will learn how to address security issues across an IT environment to ensure each device is
protected from malicious activity.
SMCI205
Career Skills/ Job Readiness Development
4 Lecture Hours / 12 Lab Hours = 16 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
This course will assess and identify each student’s individual work ability, vocational interests, and job
readiness skills. Students will be given vocational assessments and evaluations to determine each
student’s level of job readiness. Students will understand their vocational strengths as well as identify
limitations, work behaviors, and suitable areas of employment. Soft skills development is to prepare
students to enter into competitive employment.
SMCI206
Social Media Technical Decomposition
2 Lecture Hours /8 Lab Hours = 10 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP1001
Students will learn skills in designing, implementing and operating secure social media solutions
SMCI207
Corporate Hiring Plans/Career Expectations
2 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 2 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will receive presentations from selected IT computer/social media professionals. Students
will receive career expectations from industry on market expectations.
SMCI208
Data Protection and Security
5 Lecture Hours / 4 Lab Hours = 9 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP1001
Students learn how to protect information from unauthorized use, disclosure, modification, or
destruction and eliminate risks from insecure database configurations.
SMCI209
Social Media Risk
7 Lecture Hours / 4 Lab Hours = 11 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn about social media vulnerabilities and threats, social media attack characteristics,
social media detection and protection strategies, network perimeter, social media usage, and social media
detection and protection component.
SMCI210
Social Media Security and Incident Response
7 Lecture Hours / 5 Lab Hours = 12 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn the incident response process and social media incident response through writing
reports.
SMCI211
Social Media Management
9 Lecture Hours / 3 Lab Hours = 12 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: NONE
Students will learn about the social media IT, security policy framework, and social media
terms of service, privacy statements.
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SMCI212
Social Media Policy Development
4 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 4 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: SMCI210
Students will learn how to address security issues across an IT environment to ensure each device is
protected from malicious activity.
SMCI213
Social Laws and Regulations
8 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 8 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: SMCI212
Social laws and regulations. Students will be introduced to digitized and web-based radio
Traffic and Social Media Incident Handling and Forensics. Students will learn engineering techniques
in which attacker manipulates employee to divulge sensitive information, and can lead necessary staff
training to prevent security breaches originating from social media platforms.
COMP3100
Computer Repair I – A+ Hardware
50 Lecture Hours / 30 Lab Hours = 80 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP1001
Having a CompTIA A+ Certification is essential to have if a student is to obtain a career in IT. This
course helps the student prepare for the 2 exams needed to obtain this certification: CompTIA A+
Essentials and the A+ PC Technician Certifications exams. Upon completion of this course, the
student will be able to: Identify fundamental components and function of Windows operating systems,
install and configure computer components, support laptops and portable computing devices,
troubleshoot printers and scanners, support computer security, environmental safety and materials
handling, and demonstrate proficiency in Windows system management tools.
COMP3200
Computer Repair II – A+ Operating Systems
50 Lecture Hours / 30 Lab Hours = 80 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP3100
This is the second part to COMP3100, preparing the student for the necessary knowledge of the
concepts and techniques needed to receive their Comp TIA A+ certification. Some of the concepts
explained in this course are: computer assembly, malware (viruses/adware/spyware/root kits),
maintenance, basic networking, terminology, and maintenance of components, diagnosis, and data
backup.
COMP 3300
Network+
80 Lecture Hours / 40 Lab Hours = 120 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP 3200
HTEC teaches students, through lectures, discussions, demonstrations, textbook exercises, and
classroom labs, the skills and knowledge necessary to help prepare them to take the Network+
certification exam administered by the Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA). The
Network+ certification program covers the networking technologies most commonly used today. It
also introduces the underlying concepts of data networking, such as the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) reference model and the protocols that operate at the various model layers. Passing the
Network+ certification exam means that a student possesses the basic knowledge and skills needed to
work as a Computer Networking Professional.
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COMP3400
Security+
70 Lecture Hours / 40 Lab Hours = 110 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP 3300
CompTIA Security+ training at HTEC provides the skills necessary to apply and implement technical
knowledge of security concepts in today’s security environment. Students will gain an in‐depth
knowledge of systems security, access control, network infrastructure, assessments and audits,
cryptography and organizational security across all vendor products. These skills have become
increasingly important, as additional safeguards such as intrusion prevention/detection systems,
physical access control and multi‐factor authentication become standard methods of protection.
Students are given real world scenarios to reinforce the material covered and will learn how to apply
the concepts to their daily operations. This course helps prepare students for the CompTIA Security+
SY0‐401 certification exam.
COMP300
Computer User Support
40 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours = 60 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: COMP3400
This course prepares the student for a career in help-desk support by focusing on: working with team
members, developing excellent interpersonal, verbal, and written communication skills, experience in
supporting and troubleshooting Windows clients, time management, and prioritizing requests and
working within tight deadlines, technical experience servicing computers and its peripherals, and a
clear understanding of the typical IT operations environment with analytical problem solving skills.
EXT001
CSS Externship
00 Lecture Hours/ 00 Lab Hours/ 270 Externship Hours
Prerequisites: ALL
During the student’s externship, students will have the opportunity to practice the skills they have
gained during their classroom training. They will refine their customer service skills, assist fellow
workers in any way they can, troubleshoot hardware and software programs, and develop an effective
career success strategy.
Certifications:
At the end of the Network Computer Systems Administrators the students will receive the following
certifications:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Network and Computer Systems Administrators Certificate
CompTIA STRATA Fundamental License
CompTIA A+ Repair License
CompTIA Network+ Certification
CompTIA Security+ SYO-401 Certification

Note: Students receive CompTIA vouchers as soon as they are eligible to take the exams.
Vouchers are covered in student’s tuition cost.
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ALLIED HEATH PROGRAMS

MEDICAL ASSISTANT

Completion Requirements
To be considered for a Completion Certificate, a student must complete all required course work and
must have attended at least 80% of the program’s offerings. The minimum cumulative grade point
average to receive a Certificate of Completion is 2.0 in all subject areas.
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Medical Assistant
The Medical Assistant program is designed to provide the graduate with the key skills essential to success
in the medical office world of today. The Medical Assistant performs routine administrative and clinical
tasks to keep the medical office running smoothly in both the front and back office. The Medical
Assistant program also prepares the student for the basics of clinical care of patients in a long term care
facility. (They should not be confused with Physician Assistant.) Since medical assistants are trained
in both administrative and clinical procedures, they are capable of filing a variety of entry-level positions,
including clinical or administrative assistant, medical receptionist, medical secretary and medical
insurance biller.
The Medical Assistant performs many administrative duties as well as clinical duties.
The medical assistant performs such duties as: scheduling patient appointments, processing insurance
claims, weighing patients, taking vital signs, giving shots, taking blood, assisting the physician, etc. The
program assures that all students will develop and possess the hands-on experience in both the clinical
and automated office environment.
Our graduates will possess the skills and competencies that place them at the top of the entry-level
market for career employment. They will be prepared to work in various types of medical environments
such as hospitals, nursing homes, private doctor’s offices, clinics, medical billing and collection
companies, and insurance companies.
The overall program will require 10 months, approximately (40 weeks) to complete for the full time
student (depending on Holidays, In between term breaks and in-service days, etc.) The individual
completing this program will receive a certificate upon completion.

Length of Time
The length of time required to graduate from the program is 10-11months (40 weeks) depending on the
holiday schedule.
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Medical Assistant Course Outline

COURSE
NUMBER

COURSE NAME

Term I
MA100
CIS100

Medical Terminology I
Introduction to Computers &
Keyboarding

MA120

Medical Law & Ethics

MA130

LAB
TOTAL
LECTUR
EXTERN
HOUR
CLOCK
E HOURS
HOURS
S
HOURS
35
15

35
20

35

35

35

Medical Office Procedures

35

35

MA200

Medical Terminology II

35

35

CIS200

Microcomputer Applications (Word,
Excel)

MA210

Anatomy and Physiology

MA220

Coding I (ICD-9 Coding)

MA230

Term II

15

20

35

35

35

20

15

35

Medical Assisting I

20

15

35

MA300

Medical Insurance

35

MA310

Phlebotomy

MA320
MA330

Coding II (CPT-4 Coding)
Medical Assisting
II/Electrocardiography

MA340

Term III

35

15

20

35

20

15

35

20

15

35

Computerized Medical Billing

15

20

35

MA400

Specialty Coding

15

20

35

MA410

Medical Assisting III

15

20

35

MA420

Success Skills & Career Development

15

20

35

MA430

Medical Administration

25

10

35

Term IV

Term V
MA500

Clinical Externship
TOTALS
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Subject Descriptions for Medical Assistant
MA100
Medical Terminology I
35 lecture / 0 lab = 35 clock hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will lean a medical vocabulary system including recognition, definition, spelling,
pronunciation, and combination of words from prefixes, suffixes, word roots, and combination forms.
Students will also learn terms associated with hospital departments, health care personnel, abbreviations,
symbols related to the student’s health care field are presented.
CIS100
Introduction to Computers & Keyboarding
15 lecture hours / 20 lab hours = 35 clock hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn computer terminology, computer component parts, hardware and software. They
also will learn to use a software operating system application which runs under the Windows
environment (Windows 98/XP) for PCs.
MA120
Medical Law & Ethics
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn the legal responsibilities of the physician and medical assistant. Students will learn
physician/patient contracts and consents, and the professional ethics of medicine as they relate to the
health care assistant.
MA130
Medical Office Procedures
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn the correct methods of operations in medical office and proper procedures for filing,
patient services, equipment and supplies purchases, financial record keeping, insurance billing, medical
records management, care and management of office property.
MA200
Medical Terminology II
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: MA100
A continuation course of Med Term I, students will learn medical vocabulary system including
recognition, definition, spelling, pronunciation, and combination of words from prefixes, suffixes, word
roots, and phrases abbreviations, acronyms used within the industry and combination forms.
CIS200
Microcomputer Applications (Word, Excel)
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn today’s latest software applications running under the windows environment on PC
compatible platforms including applications of word-processing (MS WORD 2007) and spreadsheet
applications (EXCEL 2007). They will learn how to prepare various business correspondences such as
letters, memos, reports, mail merge documents, expense reports, budget calculations and etc.
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MA210
Anatomy and Physiology
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn the human anatomy and physiology of cells, tissues, and organ systems including
integument, musculoskeletal and nervous systems.
MA220
Coding I (ICD-9 Coding)
20 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn the fundamentals of coding-ICD-9 coding. The student will learn interpretation of
oral and written diagnostic, diseases, and sickness descriptions and code into numerical codes
MA230
Medical Assisting I
20 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn the fundamentals of patient care during examination and treatments, encompassing
routine and specialty areas of otology, ophthalmology, gynecology, obstetrics, pediatrics, orthopedics,
urology, dermatology, endocrinology. They will learn to do patient assessment, vital signs, recording
objective/subjective patient data, identification, use, care of diagnostic instruments, principles and
procedures of fluid balance.
MA300
Medical Insurance
35 Lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn about traditional insurance coverage and managed care coverage with special
emphasis on accurate coding for billing and office procedures for payment/reimbursement by patient or
third party.
MA310
Phlebotomy
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn the principles and procedures of phlebotomy, hematology, collection of sterile/nonsterile specimens, basic blood typing, identification, use and care of lab equipment, and quality control.
They will learn the handling, transportation procedures, practice venipuncture’s and capillary sticks.
MA320
Coding II (CPT-4 Coding)
20 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Student will learn to provide practical applications of the linkage of CPT-4 coding system (HCPC) and
identification of which medical references will be used for research and verification.
MA330
Medical Assisting II/Electrocardiography
20 Lecture Hours / 15 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn the principles and procedures of 12-lead electrocardiography; organizing examination
area before, during, and after procedures; basic arrhythmia interpretations; troubleshooting; safety,
storage, care and maintenance of equipment.
MA340
Computerized Medical Billing
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock clock hours
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Prerequisites: none
Students will learn how to use medical billing software applications running under the windows
environment on PC compatible platforms. They will develop management of patient accounting for
hospitals, private practices and other healthcare facilities.
MA400
Specialty Coding
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn to code for insurance and billing purposes of information relating to CPT and ICD9-CM procedural and diagnostic coding in distinct areas of Hospital, Pediatrics, Internal medicine, OBGYN, Otolaryngology (ENT), Ophthalmology, and Orthopedics coding.
MA410
Medical Assisting III
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn how to provide basic emergency care of the sick and injured person and management
of the medical office/clinic emergency situations. Students will learn principles and procedures of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation: Heart Saver Certification.
MA420
Success Skills & Career Development
15 Lecture Hours / 20 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will learn various career-related tracks and success strategies for medical assistants. In addition
to job seeking functions such as techniques for interviewing, resume writing, and job searching.
MA430
Medication Administration
25 Lecture Hours / 10 Lab Hours = 35 Clock Hours
Prerequisites: none
Students will be able to identify administered drugs, their use, pharmaco-kinetic principles, the correct
abbreviations and terminology relating to pharmaceuticals, various methods and routes of drug
administration, dosage calculation, and correct anatomical injection sites. They will know how to
maintain legal record keeping and ethical standards necessary for the administration and dispersing of
drugs by the physician, pharmacies, and clinics.
MA500
Clinical Externship
0 lecture Hours / 0 Lab Hours = 280 Extern Hours / 280 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: All
Students will master all skills taught in classroom and practice on actual patients and office procedures.
Each student is required to participate in 280 hours of clinical instruction. Clinical coordinators will
conduct training on a daily basis while the student is in the clinical phase of instruction. Course focuses
on hands on approach to medical assisting by means of shadowing and on-the-job simulated training.
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CONSTRUCTION TRADES PROGRAMS

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning/Refrigeration

Completion Requirements
To be considered for a Completion Certificate, a student must complete all required course work and
must have attended at least 80% of the program’s offerings. The minimum cumulative grade point
average to receive a Certificate of Completion is 2.0 in all subject areas.
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Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning/Refrigeration (HVAC/R)
Ternion Training and Education Centers™ Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning /Refrigeration
program is a comprehensive course designed to train women and men regardless of previous training
in Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning / Refrigeration. The objective of the program is to provide
the student with technical skills based on HVAC/R systems repair, operation diagnosis, and
troubleshooting so he/she can obtain job entry or advancement within the Heating, Cooling and
Refrigeration industries. The graduate may have opportunities in many facets of the Heating, Cooling,
or Refrigeration industries such as Heating/Cooling Technician, Refrigeration Technician, Industrial
Maintenance Technician, Counter sales or sales representative typically listed for these industries.
Our HVAC/R environment will be task oriented, so every student will undergo written and
performance-based learning. This hands-on approach will successfully prepare our students for
employment in various HVAC/R positions in the field. Our instructors, under NCCER standards, will
be Craft certified in the HVAC/R field and our facility is designed with technology including overhead
projectors, an HVAC/R lab containing various HVAC/R equipment and components, a studentassisted tool crib and web-based learning and research work stations for students.
TTEC will utilize the ContrenConnect™ curriculum developed by NCCER
(www.contrenconnect.com). ContrenConnect is an interactive web-based tool that partners textbooks
and internet driven materials to give the student a multi-dimensional learning experience.
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HVAC/R Course Outline

COURSE
NUMBER

COURSE NAME

Total
Lecture Lab Extern
Clock
Hours Hours Hours
Hours

Term I
H100

90

90

0

180

Advanced Heating

90

90

0

180

Advanced Cooling & Refrigeration

90

90

0

180

Advanced Associated Skills

90

90

0

180

45

0

0

45

45

0

0

45

30

60

0

90

480

420

0

900

Core & Basic HVAC/R Skills

Term II (break)
H110
Term III
H120
Term IV
H130
Term V
CD110
H140

Career Development
Tools for Success for the Construction
Industry

H150

HVAC/R Capstone

Totals

The approximate time required to complete the HVAC/R program is fifty weeks for the day program
and fifty weeks for the night program. Students will attend 9:00 am - 2:00 pm, 1:00pm- 6:00pm or 6:00
pm to 10:00pm Monday thru Thursday weekly.
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Subject Descriptions for HVAC/R-Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning /Refrigeration
H100 Core & Basic HVAC/R Skills 90 lecture hours, 90 lab hours/180 Total Clock Hours
(No pre-requisites)
This course is designed to provide an orientation to and practical experience in the HVAC trade.
Students will understand work place expectations, responsibilities and terminology. Students will learn
to use STP (Standard Trade Practices) methods of installation, troubleshooting and repair of cooling
and refrigeration systems and the importance of professionalism in the work place.
OVERVIEW
Basic Safety will include:
Construction safety has advanced a great deal over the years. There was a time in the industry when
very few safety precautions were taken. Workers often worked without hard hats, gloves, eye
protection, fall protection, or safety shoes. This resulted in illnesses, injuries, and deaths. Today, with
the help of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and state and local rules and
regulations, the construction industry is becoming safer,
Rules and regulations are only a part of what contributes to a safe work environment. Construction
workers have the ultimate responsibility for their safety and the safety of others. One way to remain
safe is always to use appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE). The type of personal protective
equipment will vary depending on your job. For example, a heavy machine operator is not required to
wear the same face shield a welder is required to wear.
Proper training is also an essential part of creating a safe work environment. Training must be provided
to all workers to ensure that they perform work and use and maintain all tools and equipment safely.
When a worker does not know how to use a tool or equipment or has not been properly trained to use
personal protective equipment, he or she should immediately tell a supervisor and ask for the necessary
training. Safe behavior and safe equipment help to prevent accidents and injury.
Objective
When you have completed this module, you will be able to do the following:
- Explain the role that safety plays in the construction crafts.
- Describe the meaning of job-site safety.
- Describe the characteristics of a competent person and a qualified person.
- Explain the appropriate safety precautions to take around common job-site hazards.
- Demonstrate the use and care of appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE).
- Properly done and remove personal protective equipment (safety goggles, hard hat, and personal fall
protection).
- Follow the safety procedures required for lifting heavy objects.
- Describe safe behavior on and around ladders and scaffolds.
- Explain the importance of hazard communications (HazCom) and material safety data sheets
(MSDSs).
- Describe fire prevention and firefighting techniques.
- Define safe work procedures to use around electrical
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Introduction to Construction Math will include:
Objectives :
When you have completed this module, you will be able to do the following:
1. Explain the basic theory of electronics and semiconductors.
2. Explain how various semiconductor devices such as diodes, LEDs, and photo diodes work, and how
they are used in power and control circuits.
3. Identify different types of resistors and explain how their resistance values can be determined.
4. Describe the operation and function of thermistors and cad cells.
5. Test semiconductor components.
6. Identify the connectors on a personal computer.
H110 Advanced Heating 90 lecture hours, 90 lab hours/180 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisite: H100
This course is designed to add upon and increase the practical experience in the HVAC/R trades.
Students will learn more advanced skills and be exposed to greater technology and equipment.
Students will further learn to use STP (Standard Trade Practices) methods of installation,
troubleshooting and repair of systems and the importance of professionalism in the work place.
OVERVIEW
Chimneys, Vents and Flues will include:
In order to operate efficiently and safely, furnaces and other fuel-burning appliances must have an
adequate supply of air to support combustion, as well as proper venting of the gases created as
byproducts of combustion. There are two specific concerns when selecting and installing a furnace
vent. The first is to make sure that toxic by-products of combustion are vented to the outdoors. The
second is to avoid condensation that could corrode the vent and the furnace heat exchangers. There are
well-defined standards covering the materials and methods used to vent furnaces. These standards are
reflected in the furnace manufacturer’s installation instructions. Failure to follow these instructions
could create a deadly environment for building occupants.
When you have completed this module, you will be able to do the following:
1. Describe the principles of combustion and explain complete and incomplete combustion.
2. Describe the content of flue gas and explain how it is vented.
3. Identify the components of a furnace vent system.
4. Describe how to select and install a vent system.
5. Perform the adjustments necessary to achieve proper combustion in a gas furnace.
6. Describe the techniques for venting different types of furnaces.
7. Explain the various draft control devices used with natural-draft furnaces.
8. Calculate the size of a vent required for a given application.
9. Adjust a thermostat heat
Ferrous Metal Piping Practices will include:
Many large commercial systems use water to transfer heat from the indoors to the outdoors. Hydronic
heating systems use hot water to deliver heat to the conditioned space. In these applications, water may
be carried in galvanized steel pipe. In residential applications, black iron is used to supply natural gas
to a gas-fired furnaces. Both galvanized steel and black iron pipe are joined using threaded fittings.
The fittings come pre-threaded, but
9. Identify the instruments used to make measurements in air systems and explain the use of each
instrument.
10. Make basic temperature, air pressure, and velocity measurements in an air distribution system.
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Commercial Airside Systems will include:
HVAC Level One focused on the types of systems and equipment used in residential and small
commercial applications. Larger buildings use much different systems. You may have seen office
buildings and shopping malls with many air conditioning units on the roof. What you can’t see is that,
unlike residential systems where refrigerant lines penetrate the building, these are likely to be
packaged units in which the ductwork penetrates the building. Large buildings have different needs
than small buildings. For example, there are cases where some zones in the building will be calling for
heat, while others are calling for cooling, and still others are making no demands. The system design
must be able to accommodate these differences. In commercial systems, it is more common to find
single systems serving multiple zones, with each zone having its own comfort control device. These
applications require special air distribution equipment not commonly found in residential applications.
When you have completed this module, you will be able to do the following:
1. Identify the differences between types of commercial air systems.
2. Identify the type of building in which a particular type of system is used.
3. Explain the typical range of capacities for a commercial air system.
H120 Advanced Cooling & Refrigeration 90 lecture hrs, 90 lab hours/180 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisite: H100
This course is designed to add upon and increase the practical experience in the HVAC/R trades.
Students will learn more advanced skills and be exposed to greater technology and equipment.
Students will further learn to use STP (Standard Trade Practices) methods of installation,
troubleshooting and repair of cooling and refrigeration systems and the importance of professionalism
in the work place.
OVERVIEW
Soldering and Brazing will include:
Soldering - This process produces a joint sealed with a low-temperature, non-magnetic solder alloy of
lea d and tin, or with non-lead alloys if the pipe that is being joined is used for drinking water supply.
A low-temperature heat source, such as a propane or air/acetylene torch, is used in the soldering
process.
Brazing – When mechanically strong, pressure-resistance joints are needed, the process used is
brazing, a higher-temperature joining process using filler metals of silver or copper alloy. Because
higher temperatures are needed for the brazing process, the heating equipment is typically
oxygen/acetylene or oxygen/LP, each of which produces higher temperatures than soldering
equipment.
When you have completed this module, you will be able to do the following:
1. Assemble and operate the tools used for soldering.
2. Prepare tubing and fittings for soldering.
3. Describe the various methods of defrost used in retail refrigeration systems.
4. Identify and describe the applications for the various types of retail refrigeration systems.
5. Describe the control system components used in retail refrigeration systems.
6. Explain the operating sequence of a retail refrigeration system.
7. Interpret wiring diagrams and troubleshooting charts to isolate malfunctions in retail refrigeration
systems.
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8. Explain the operating sequence of a retail refrigeration system.
9. Interpret wiring diagrams and troubleshooting charts to isolate malfunctions in retail refrigeration
systems.
Leak Detection, Evacuation, Recovery and Charging will include:
This module covers the basic service procedures and equipment used to troubleshoot, repair and/or
maintain correct operation of the mechanical refrigeration system.
- Leak detection
- Evaluation and dehydration
- Recovery
- Charging
These service procedures are performed when installing new systems and when servicing existing
ones. Failure to perform any one of these procedures correctly can result in poor system operation, and
may even cause system failure. They must also be performed in order to make sure that the venting
requirements of the Clean Air Act are not violated.
When you have completed this module, you will be able to do the following:
1. Identify the common types of leak detectors and explain how each is used.
2. Perform leak detection tests using selected methods.
3. Identify the service equipment used for evacuating a system and explain why each item of
equipment is used.
4. Perform system evacuation and dehydration.
5. Identify the service equipment used for recovering refrigerant from a system and for recycling the
recovered refrigerant, and explain why each item of equipment is used.
6. Perform a refrigerant recovery.
7. Evacuate a system to a deep vacuum.
8. Identify the service equipment used for charging refrigerant into a system, and explain why each
item of equipment is used.
9. Use nitrogen to purge a system.
10. Charge refrigerant into a system by the following methods:
• Weight
• Superheat
• Charging pressure chart

H130 Advanced Associated Skills 90 lecture hours, 90 lab hours/180 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisite: H100
This course is designed to provide orientation to and practical experience in the HVAC trade. Students
will work place expectations, responsibilities and terminology. Students will methods of installation,
troubleshooting and repair of heating systems and the importance of professionalism in the workplace.
OVERVIEW
When you have completed this module you will be able to the following:
1. Identify types of fiberglass duct, including flexible duct.
2. Describe fiberglass duct layout and some basic fabrication methods.
3. Describe the various closure methods for sealing fiberglass duct.
4. Fabricate selected duct modules and fittings using the appropriate tools.
5. Describe hanging and support methods for fiberglass tools.
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6. Describe how to repair major and minor damage to fiberglass duct.
7. Install takeoffs and attach flexible duct to a fiberglass duct.
Water Treatment will include:
If untreated water is used in hydronic heating and cooling systems, the systems will not operate
efficiently and may eventually fail. Water contains minerals that can build up on system components
and cause them to fail. When water comes into contact with air, organic matter, bacteria, and algae can
form. Treatment of water with appropriate chemicals is therefore a necessity. In addition to chemical
treatment, filters, strainers, water softeners, and other mechanical devices are used to keep water clean.
These components require periodic servicing. A service technician may be required to test the water,
either by using a test kit or by sending water samples to a designated laboratory. Based on the results
of that testing, it may be necessary to add chemicals in order to keep the water clean.
Objectives
When you have completed this module, you will be able to do the following:
1. Explain the reasons why water treatment programs are needed.
2. List symptoms in heating/cooling systems that indicate a water problem exists.
3. Describe the types of problems and related remedies associated with water problems that can occur
in the different types of water and steam systems.
4. Recognize and perform general maintenance on selected mechanical types of HVAC equipment that
are used to control and/or enhance water quality.
5. Use commercial water test kits to test water quality in selected water/steam systems.
6. Perform an inspection/evaluation of a cooling tower or evaporative condenser to identify potential
causes and/or existing conditions that indicate water problems.
7. Clean open recirculating water systems and related cooling towers.
8. Inspect, blowdown, and clean steam boilers
CD110 Career Development_ 45 lecture hours, 0 Lab Hours/ 45 Total Clock Hours
No Prerequisites.
Upon completion of this course, the student should project a positive attitude, perform within ethical
boundaries, conduct oneself in a courteous and diplomatic manner, show initiative and responsibility,
promote the profession, listen and observe, adapt communication to individuals’ ability to understand,
recognize and respond to verbal and non-verbal communication, evaluate understanding of
communication, interview effectively, and compose written communication using correct grammar,
spelling and format.
H140 Tools for Success for the Construction Industry 45 lecture hours, 0 Lab Hours/ 45 Total
Clock Hours
No Prerequisites.
This class is designed specifically for students who have chosen a career in the construction trades.
Students will cover various topics including fundamental and advanced skills necessary for success in
the HVAC/R industry. Being a competently-skilled technician is important but in today’s competitive
workplace, skills that deal in handling human relations, or so-called “soft skills”, have become equally
important to obtaining employment in the field.
Topics covered will include:
•Essential workplace skills
• Building team relationships
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• Written and Verbal skills
• Resolving Conflict
• Stress Management
• Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

• Giving and Receiving Criticism
• Sexual Harassment
• Drug and Alcohol Abuse on the Job

H150 Capstone Course 30 lecture hours, 60 lab hours/90 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: H100,H110,H120,H130
This class gives students the opportunity to integrate their course and performance work with advanced
field-related technical specialty and customer service skills. There will also be a review of all prior
HVAC/R core competencies. This class will give students an opportunity to use their knowledge and
skills together, while giving faculty the chance to evaluate what a student has learned and assess students’
employment readiness.
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SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS
Phlebotomy Technician
Fiber Network Technician
Career Schools Instructor Training

Completion Requirements
To be considered for a Completion Certificate, a student must complete all required course work and
must have attended at least 80% of the program’s offerings.
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ADMISSIONS, REQUIREMENTS AND ENROLLMENT POLICIES:
ALL SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS
A. Minimum Age: 18 Years of age
B. High School Diploma/GED
HEALTHCARE SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS (Additional fees required prior to admission. See page 91)
C. Criminal Background Check
D. Current Healthcare Provider BLS Certification- the only certifications that will be accepted are from
the American Heart Association or American Red Cross, Heath Care Provider Basic Life Support
(BLS) certification. These are the certifications that are most widely accepted in the work force and
at clinical sites.
E. Drug Testing- REQUIREMENTS DONE AT REGISTRAION. All registering students must pass a
drug test prior to the completion of registration. If there is a non-negative the prospective student
has the option to pay an additional fee to send the sample to a forensic laboratory to verify the
findings
F. IMMUNIZATIONS:
➢ Measles, Mumps, and Rubella (MMR)
➢ TB skin test (PPD), within the last 12 months
➢ Tetanus within the last 10 years
➢ Hepatitis B, start of the series of (3)
➢ Varicella (Chicken Pox) or verification of disease with date

Cancellation/Refund Policy for Short-Term Programs
Cancellation and Settlement policy

This enrollment agreement may be canceled within five calendar days after the date of signing provided that the
school is notified of the cancellation in writing. If such cancellation is made, the school will promptly refund in
full all tuition and fees paid pursuant to the enrollment agreement and the refund shall be made no later then thirty
days after cancellation. This provision shall not apply if the student has already started academic classes.

Refund Policy

If the student is not accepted into the training program, all monies paid by the student shall be refunded. Refunds
for books, supplies and consumable fees shall be made in accordance with Ohio Administrative Code section
3332-1-10.1. There is one (1) academic term for this program that is 200 clock hours in length. Refunds for tuition
and refundable fees shall be made in accordance with following provisions as established by Ohio Administrative
Code section 3332-1-10:
(1) A student who withdraws before the first class and after the 5-day cancellation period shall be obligated for the
registration fee. (2) A student who starts class and withdraws before the academic term is 15% completed will be
obligated for 25% of the tuition and refundable fees plus the registration fee. (3) A student who starts class and
withdraws after the academic term is 15% but before the academic term is 25% completed will be obligated for
50% of the tuition and refundable fees plus the registration fee. (4) A student who starts class and withdraws after
the academic term is 25% complete but before the academic term is 40% completed will be obligated for 75% of
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the tuition and refundable fees plus the registration fee. (5) A student who starts class and withdraws after the
academic term is 40% completed will not be entitled to a refund of the tuition and fees.
The school shall make the appropriate refund within thirty days of the date the school is able to determine that a
student has withdrawn or has been terminated from a program. Refunds shall be based upon the last date of a
student’s attendance or participation in an academic school activity.

SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS OFFERED
SHORT TERM PROGRAMS
Phlebotomy Technician
Fiber Network Technician
Career Schools Instructor Training

CODE
PHLB 101
FOT 101
CSI 101

LENGTH
6 WEEKS
6 WEEKS
13 ½ WEEKS

CLOCK HOURS
120
120
250

FEES, TUITION AND/OR SPECIAL CHARGES
1. The Registration Fee is valid for the current registration only. Drug Screening and Background
checks are valid for 60 days from the date taken.
2. Official Financial Assistance documentation of eligibility must be presented at the time of
registration.
3. Fees due to TTEC by students not using any funding sources may be paid by Cash, Money Order
or Cashier’s Check. WE DO NOT ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS. Payment plans are available
upon request.
Class payments will be made to Ternion Training And Education Centers™.
Phlebotomy Technician (PHLB 101):
Registration Fee $100.00/Tuition $599.00
Fiber Optic Technician (FOT 101):
Registration Fee $100.00 / Tuition $2,650.00/ Books and Supplies $750.00
Career Schools Instructor Training (CSI 101):
Registration Fee $150.00/Tuition $9,475.00/Books and Supplies $1,125.00/
Administrative Fee $150/ ID $40

Total Charges
$699
$3,500
$10,940.00

ADDITIONAL, APPROXIMATE, OUT OF POCKET EXPENSES FROM THE STUDENT
(Separate from the charges above and are required to be paid prior to admission to appropriate third party
vendor not Ternion Training And Education Centers™)
Phlebotomy Technician Program
1) Basic Life Support Certification………………………………………………………………$40.00
2) Books……………………………………………………………………………………..……$115.00
3) Drug Screening…………………………………………………………………………………$33.00
4) Background Checks……………………………………………………………………………$20.00
Approximate total cost paid out of pocket by the student………………………………. $208.00
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Phlebotomy Technician
The phlebotomy technician course is a comprehensive course designed to train students in various
techniques to perform phlebotomy procedures in 6 weeks of in class training. A graduated
phlebotomist will be able to collect blood for laboratory analysis, which is necessary for the
diagnosis and care of a patient.
Specific duties, responsibilities and procedures the student will be trained in are:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Prepare patients for collection procedures associated with laboratory sample
Collect routine skin puncture specimens for testing
Prepare specimens for transport to ensure stability of sample
Maintain patient confidentiality and transport specimens to the laboratory
Comply with all procedures instituted in the phlebotomy procedure manual
Promote good public relations with patients and hospitals personnel
Collect and document monthly workload and recording data
Maintain safe working conditions and perform laboratory computer operations
Collect and perform point-of-care testing (POCT)
Perform quality control checks on POCT instruments
Perform skin tests& process specimens and perform basic test
Collect urine for drug screens AND Perform office duties including CPT coding
Demonstrate adequate knowledge of the health care delivery system and medical
terminology
Demonstrate adequate knowledge of infection control and safety
Demonstrate basic understanding of the anatomy and physiology of body system
Associate the major areas/departments of the clinical laboratory with the laboratory tests
ordered which evaluate a patient’s pathological condition/illness
Demonstrate understanding of the importance of specimen collection in the patient care
system
Demonstrate knowledge of collection equipment, various types of additives used, special
precautions necessary and substances that can interfere in clinical analysis of blood
constituents
Demonstrate proper techniques of venipuncture and capillary puncture
Demonstrate adequate understanding of requisitioning, specimen transport and specimen
processing
Demonstrate adequate understanding of quality assessment in phlebotomy
Demonstrate adequate understanding of the basic concepts of communications, personal
and patient interaction, stress management, professional behavior and legal implications

Upon successful completion of the Phlebotomy Technician Program, the student will have the
working knowledge and skills as a Phlebotomy Technician and receive a Certificate of Completion.
Before taking a National Registry Exam, students must perform 30 successful venipunctures and 10
capillary sticks under the supervision of a Phlebotomy Instructor. Students will have access to a
model that can be used to complete the requirements in on-site lab. There are no additional lab
usage fees. Once these requirements are satisfied, the students will be eligible to challenge a
National Registry Examination to become a Certified Phlebotomy Technician (CPT)
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PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN PROGRAM 6 WEEK OUTLINE
Clock
Clock
Subject Titles
Hours
Hours
Lecture
Lab
Unit I The Healthcare Setting
15
0
Unit II Overview if the Human Body
20
0
Unit III Blood Collection Procedures
10
15
Unit IV Special Procedures
10
15
Unit V Clinical Practice
0
35
TOTAL CLOCK HOURS
55
65

Total Clock
Hours
15
20
25
25
35
120

Subject Descriptions for Phlebotomy Technician Program

UNIT I – THE HEALTHCARE SETTING
The student will be able to: Define the key terms and abbreviations listed at the beginning of this chapter. Describe
the evolution of phlebotomy and the role of the phlebotomist in today’s healthcare setting. Describe the traits that
form the professional image and identify national organizations that support professional recognition of
phlebotomists. Describe the basic concepts of communication as they relate to healthcare and how appearance and
nonverbal messages affect the communication process. Describe proper telephone protocol in the laboratory.
Demonstrate an awareness of the different types of healthcare settings. Compare types of third-party payers,
coverage, and methods of payment to the patient, providers, and institutions. Describe a traditional hospital
organization and identify the healthcare providers in the inpatient facility. List the clinical analysis areas of the
laboratory and the types of laboratory procedures performed in the different areas. Describe the different levels of
personnel found in the clinical laboratory and how Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment regulations affect
their job descriptions.
(Prerequisite None) (Lec 15 cl hrs/ Lab 0 cl hrs/ Total 15 cl hrs)

UNIT II – THE OVERVIEW OF THE HUMAN BODY
In this unit, the student will be able to: Define the key terms and abbreviations listed at the beginning of this chapter.
Identify the basic elements that make up medical terms. State the meanings of common word roots, prefixes, and
suffixes and identify unique plural endings. Demonstrate proper pronunciation of medical terms composed word
elements found in these chapters and state the meanings of common medical abbreviations. The student will also be
able to identify and describe body positions, planes, cavities, and directional terms. Define Hemostasis and the
primary process of metabolism as well as describe the function and identify components of each body system. List
disorders and diagnostic tests commonly associated with each body system.
(Prerequisite Unit I, Chapter 1-3) (Lec 20 cl hrs/ Lab 0 cl hrs/ Total 20 cl hrs)
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UNIT III – THE BLOOD COLLECTION PROCEDURES
The student will be able to: Define the key terms and abbreviations listed at the beginning of this chapter. List and
describe the equipment and supplies needed to collect blood by venipuncture. Compare and contrast antiseptics and
disinfectants and give examples of each. Identify and describe the various types of tourniquets, and explain the
purpose and effects of using a tourniquet for venipuncture. List and describe evacuated tube system and syringe
system components and explain how each system works. Identify the general categories of additives used in blood
collection, list the various additives within each category, and describe how each additive works. Describe the color
coding used to identify the presence or absence of additives in blood collection tubes, and name the additive,
laboratory departments and individual tests associated with the various color-coded tubes. Lists the order of draw for
collecting multiple tubes and explain why it is important.
(Prerequisite Unit II, Chapter 4-6) (Lec 10 cl hrs/ Lab 15 cl hrs/ Total 25 cl hrs)
UNIT IV – SPECIAL PROCEDURES
In this unit, the students will be able to define the key terms and abbreviations listed at the beginning of this chapter.
Explain the principle behind and list any special equipment required and the steps involved for each of the special
collection procedures. Describe patient identification and specimen labeling procedures, and identify the type of
specimen required for blood bank tests. Explain and state the importance of sterile technique in the collection of
blood cultures and identify the reasons why a physician might order them. Identify and describe how to properly
collect specimens. Describe chain of custody procedures and identify the tests that may require them. State the
importance of peak and trough levels in TDM. Define POCT, identify and explain the principle behind the tests
commonly performed as POCT, and list special equipment required and the steps involved for POCT test.
(Prerequisite Unit III, Chapter 7-10) (Lec 10 cl hrs/ Lab 15 cl hrs/ Total 25 cl hrs)
UNIT V- CLINICAL PRACTICE
The students will demonstrate and practice the proper techniques of venipuncture and capillary puncture. Collect
and perform point-of-care testing (POCT). Perform skin tests and process specimens as well as basic tests. Collect
routine skin puncture specimens; prepare specimens for transport to ensure stability of sample. Student must
perform 30 successful venipunctures and 10 capillary sticks under the supervision of the Phlebotomy Instructor.
(Prerequisite Unit IV, Chapter 11-14) (Lec 0 cl hrs/ Lab 35 cl hrs/ Total 35 cl hrs)

TEXTBOOKS AND WORKBOOKS FOR SHORT-TERM PROGRAM

Phlebotomy
Technician
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Fiber Network Technician Program
The Fiber Network Technician course is a comprehensive program designed to train students in various techniques
to layout, install and maintain fiber optic cabling systems in 6 weeks of in- class training. A graduated Fiber Optic
Technician will have the general understanding of how fiber optic cables are installed and different splicing methods
that are associated with fiber optic cables. Students will also be prepared to take the Fiber Optic Installer Exam
(FOI) and the Fiber Optic Technician Exam (FOT) with the Fiber Optics Association of America.
Specific duties, responsibilities and procedures the student will be trained in are:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

General understanding of how fiber optic cables are installed.
Demonstrate different splicing methods that are associated with fiber optic cables.
Prepared to trouble shoot network problems, analyze traces and calibrate different types of OTDRs.
Perform and learn industry-standard fiber characterization techniques.
Prepared to take the Fiber Optic Installer (FOI) Exam for Fiber Optic Certification.
Prepared to take the Fiber Optic Technician (FOT) Exam for Fiber Optic Certification.
Prepared to take the Advanced Fiber Optic Technician Exam for Fiber Optic Certification.

Upon successful completion of the Fiber Network Technician Program, the student will have the working knowledge
and skills as a Fiber Network Technician and receive a Certificate of Completion. Once these requirements are
satisfied, the students will be eligible to challenge National Registry Examinations through Fiber Optics Association
of America (FOA) to become a Certified Fiber Optic Technician.
FIBER NETWORK TECHNICIAN PROGRAM 6 WEEK OUTLINE

Subject Titles

Clock
Hours
Lecture

Clock
Hours Lab

Total Clock
Hours

Unit I

Fiber Optic Theory & Design

8

0

8

Unit II

Fiber Optic Installer

8

8

16

Unit III

Fiber Optic Elements

8

12

20

Unit IV

Advanced Fiber Optic Technician

8

16

24

Unit V

Fiber Master Journeyman

8

16

24

Unit VI

Certified Test Technician

6

6

12

4

12

16

50

70

120

Unit VII Fiber Optic QA/QC Inspector
TOTAL CLOCK HOURS
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Subject Descriptions for Fiber Network Technician

UNIT I – FIBER OPTIC THEORY & DESIGN
The student will be able to demonstrate a practical knowledge of fiber optic theory, codes, standards and practices
widely accepted in the fiber optics industry. Learn theory, history, design, and new uses of fiber. This course
introduces fiber basics including how it works, industry terminology, operating conditions, light transmission theory,
and installation practices. Upon completion of this course, students will be proficient in fiber types, fiber
classifications, the difference between LED and Laser technology, network designs and fiber safety. This course is
geared to design, IT, engineering and installation professionals who desire a strong understanding of fiber optic
principles.
(Prerequisite None) (Lec 8 cl hrs/ Lab 0 cl hrs/ Total 8 cl hrs)
UNIT II – FIBER OPTIC INSTALLER
The will be able to describe the comparison of optical fiber and metallic media installation concerns. Demonstrate
basic installation parameters of tensile strength and minimum bend radius. Define key points for pre-pull, short
indoor runs, long indoor runs, and post-pull. The function and types of fiber connectors as well as the advantages
and disadvantages of field installation and factory termination. Describe the critical steps for field installation, fiber
splicing, applications for splicing. This course is ideal for those entering the field as well as seasoned telecom
technicians interested in enhancing their knowledge of basic fiber principles and applications. Fiber Optic Installer is
also ideal for Network Managers and Information Technology (I.T.) personnel who are contemplating fiber build-outs.
This course enables the student to confidently design, cost estimate, and install network fiber links in new and
existing copper or coaxial environments.
(Prerequisite Unit I) (Lec 8 cl hrs/ Lab 8 cl hrs/ Total 16 cl hrs)
UNIT III – FIBER OPTIC ELEMENTS
Fiber Optic Elements is a comprehensive course of new fiber technologies, time saving techniques and cost
effective equipment for those who already know the basics of fiber cabled systems. In this class you will learn the
basics of connectorization, including LC installation, mechanical splicing, OSP and premise fusion splicing, optical
loss testing, OTDR operations, FTTH and FTTX installations, and fan-out kit installation. You will also learn the
new industry standard requirements for gigabit and security video applications

(Prerequisite Unit I) (Lec 8 cl hrs/ Lab 12 cl hrs/ Total 20 cl hrs)

UNIT IV – ADVANCED FIBER OPTIC TECHNICIAN
The course has been developed as the “next level” of training, and is intended for those who have already had
formal introductory classes and require more advanced knowledge and skills. The course material is predominantly
based on technician fiber installation skills and technology, and includes content applicable for FTTx and DWDM
systems. This course is designed for technicians who already possess the basic connector installation skills and
theory of fiber optics. It is primarily a hands-on course with small lecture and demonstration sessions conducted
throughout the three days to help you better understand the assignments that will be given, both as homework and
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in-class tasks. Upon successful completion of this class, you will be well prepared for work in any field utilizing
advanced fiber optic technologies. You will also be ready for the highly advanced Fiber Master Journeyman Class.
(Prerequisite Unit I & II) (Lec 8 cl hrs/ Lab 16 cl hrs/ Total 24 cl hrs)
UNIT V – FIBER MASTER JOURNEYMAN
Fiber Master Journeyman is the highest level of training offered in Fiber Network Training. This course is designed
with the most current and advanced techniques available and focuses primarily on troubleshooting. You will also
spend time learning to locate breaks and how to perform emergency fiber restoration and repairs. Fiber Master
goes in-depth regarding single-mode long distance networks, mid-span access (FTTX), OTDR operation,
LAN/WAN network structures and has several labs designed to significantly improve student's time and accuracy
restoring fiber based systems. Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to face any fiber
situation they encounter with confidence and resolve the problem quickly and efficiently. You must complete all
prerequisites before you will be eligible to attend Fiber Master Journeyman.

(Prerequisite Unit I, II, & III) (Lec 8 cl hrs/ Lab 16 cl hrs/ Total 24 cl hrs)
UNIT VI- CERTIFIED TEST TECHNICIAN
This course is designed to teach Network Administrators and Cable Installers how to:
o
o

Certify telecommunications cabling according to nationally and internationally recognized standards,
Troubleshoot and resolve various telecommunications cabling systems.

Standards are in a constant state of change, so it is imperative that Cable Installers and Network Administrators
keep their tools and skill sets up to date. Certified Test Technician provides all the information, testing labs and
problem resolution scenarios necessary to take you to the next level of your career. Both fiber optic and copper
testing are covered in this very informative class. In order to complete this course, you will need to achieve all
objectives of the course outline including knowledge of relevant terms, equipment proficiency and task completion
capabilities.
(Prerequisite Unit II) (Lec 6 cl hrs/ Lab 6 cl hrs/ Total 12 cl hrs)
UNIT VII- FIBER OPTIC QA/QC INSPECTOR
This course is designed for Quality Control Inspectors, Project Managers, Field Supervisors, Consultants and
Owner Representatives who must review and approve contractors or subcontractors installation and testing
practices. It covers all aspects of basic fiber applications from receipt inspection and cable pull inspection to
various forms of termination inspection criteria. With an emphasis on WAN, ITS, security and power generation
systems, this class is ideal for METRO communications, utilities workers and Traffic Management personnel. Upon
Successful completion of this course, the candidate will be able to complete basic inspections and the associated
documentation. This course also prepares the individual for Inspector Level II which presents more advanced
applications and practices within the industry.

(Prerequisite Unit II) (Lec 4 cl hrs/ Lab 12 cl hrs/ Total 16 cl hrs)

TEXTBOOK FOR SHORT-TERM PROGRAM

Fiber Network
Technician
Seminar
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Career Schools Instructor Training
The Career Schools Instructor Training Program is designed to prepare participants for teaching Vocational
education programs/classes in the vocational postsecondary industry. This course is designed for students
who have work experience in a vocational field and would like to acquire the skills for teaching in
Vocational Training.
The overall course will require 3 months, approximately (13 1/2 weeks) to complete for the full time
student (depending on Holidays, in between term breaks and in-service days, etc.) The individual
completing this course will receive a certificate upon completion.
Specific duties, responsibilities and procedures the student will be trained in are:
The Career Schools Instructor Training Program provides introductory technical education teaching,
instructional methods, course development including strategies for retention. Virtual Reality and Artificial
Intelligence platforms will be introduced to meet the future demands of training. This course includes real
life classroom experience through mentoring and/or internship. Other areas of the seminar includes;
Understanding the Vocational Training industry, compliance and industry regulations. Students will learn
how to develop and upgrade existing and/or create new curriculum. Understanding retention, recruitment,
financial aid, reporting grades, attendance, placement, licensures and Accreditation will prepare students
with tools to be successful in the Vocational training industry. Career Schools Instructor Training will
provide skills to work within the vocational training industry for Postsecondary education as a Career
Schools Instructor (CSI).
Upon successful completion of the Career Schools Instructor Training Program, the student will have the
working knowledge and skills as a Career Schools Instructor and receive a Certificate of Completion.
Once these requirements are satisfied, the students will be eligible to teach in a Career School knowing
the regulations from state and federal agencies. Students will also be equip with skills and knowledge of
how to successfully prepare for Accreditation.
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CAREER SCHOOLS INSTRUCTOR TRAINING PROGRAM 13 ½ WEEK OUTLINE

COURSE
NUMBER
Term I
VEI100
VEI101
VEI102
VEI103

COURSE NAME

Lecture
Hours

Teaching Vocational Learners
Computer Knowledge and Skills
Microsoft Office
Licensures and Certifications

5
15
5
10

Term II
CURR200
CURR201
CURR202
CURR203
CURR204

Curriculum Development
Creating a syllabus and grading
Progress reports and attendance
Retention
Online Training

10
5
5
5
5

Term III
LIC100
ACC100
ACC101
ACC102
ACC103

State and Federal Regulations
Introduction to Accreditation
Accreditation II
Accreditation III
Accreditation the Site Visit

5
10
5
5
10

Introduction to Virtual Reality
Virtual Reality in the classroom
Intro to Artificial Intelligence
Instructing with Artificial Intelligence

5
10
10
5
130

Term IV
VIR100
VIR101
AI100
AI101
Totals

Lab Intern
Hours Hours

25

20
20
10

Tot Clock
Hours
5
15
30
10

10

30
25
15
5
15

25

5
10
5
5
35

10
120

5
10
10
15
250

Length of Time
The length of time required to graduate from the day course is 13 we eks or 3 months depending
on the holiday schedule.
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Subject Descriptions Career Schools Instructor Training Program
VEI100
Teaching Vocational Learners
5 Lecture Hours/ 0 Lab Hours = 5 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
Students will learn about the Vocational Training Industry and the difference between other Higher
Educational Institutions. This course consists of growing trends, successes and failures. Understanding
the X and Y generations and why Vocational Training is growing. Students will also learn terms and
regulation associated with the Vocational Training Industry.
VEI101
Computer Knowledge and Skills
15 Lecture Hours/0 Lab Hours = 15 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
Students will learn the updated and new computer terminology, computer component parts, hardware and
software. They also will learn to use the latest software and operating system applications.
VEI102
Microsoft Office
5 Lecture Hours/ 25 Lab Hours = 30 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
This course will identify the competency level of using the latest versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Outlook, and Access. Students will learn how to use Microsoft Office to create and communicate
effectively with students when teaching in the Vocational Training Industry.
VEI103
Licensures and Certifications
10 Lecture Hours/ 0 Lab Hours = 10 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
Students will learn the industry standards and requirements for licenses and certifications within their
field. Students will apply and seek current licenses or certifications to teach in the desired vocational
program pursuing to teach.
CURR200-Curriculum Development
10 Lecture Hours/ 20 Lab Hours = 30 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
Students will learn the curriculum design process. This process includes gathering information, design,
building the content, and evaluation. This course will allow students to create a curriculum to teach
potential students.
CURR201
Creating a Syllabus and Grading System
5 Lecture Hours/ 20 Lab Hours = 25 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
Students will learn how to create and syllabus and determine appropriate grading scale and strategies for
their industry.
CURR202
Progress Reports and Attendance
5 Lecture Hours/ 10 Lab Hours = 15 Total Clock Hours
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Pre-requisites: NONE
This course with teach students how to prepare progress reports using School management software and
strategies for maintaining high attendance among their students.
CURR203
Retention
5 Lecture Hours/ 0 Lab Hours = 5 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: CURR200/CURR201
Students will learn about reporting on retention and how important it is for state and federal agencies.
Students will also learn strategies on how to maintain high retention rates within their classrooms.
CURR204
Online Training
5 Lecture Hours/ 10 Lab Hours = 15 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
Students will learn the fundamentals of online training and how to create and develop online curriculum
and software to achieve those goals.
LIC100
State and Federal Regulations
5 Lecture Hours/ 0 Lab Hours = 5 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
Students will learn about regulations from state and federal levels of the vocational training industry and
how to stay in compliance with students, faculty and the institution.
ACC100
Introduction to Accreditation
10 Lecture Hours/ 0 Lab Hours = 10 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: NONE
Students will learn the principles and procedures of Accreditation and why is it important to the
Vocational Training Industry. Students will learn the fundamentals when an institution is applying for
Accreditation.
ACC101
Accreditation II
5 Lecture Hours/ 0 Lab Hours = 5 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: ACC100
Student will learn the process and procedures involved when a school applies for initial accreditation.
Students will learn about accreditation within their area of study and how to research, apply and become
eligible.
ACC102
Accreditation III
5 Lecture Hours/ 0 Lab Hours = 5 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: ACC100/ACC101
Students will learn how to write and submit educational requirements for specialized program. Students
will identify accreditation program challenges and required recommendation for Self Study or Campus
Effective Plans.
ACC103
Accreditation for Site Visit
10 Lecture Hours/ 25 Lab Hours = 35 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: ACC100/ACC101/ACC102
Students will learn how to prepare for a site visit for the Initial accreditation. Students will learn about
institutional organizational flow and responsibilities during an Initial visit for Accreditation.
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VIR100
Introduction to Virtual Reality
5 Lecture Hours/o Lab Hours = 5 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: None
Students will learn what is Virtual Reality and how it is changing education and training.
VIR101
Virtual Reality in the Classroom
10 Lecture Hours/0 Lab Hours = 10 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: VIR100
Students will learn how to create and implement strategies and procedures to implement VR into
specialized program. Intro to creating program using VR.
AI100 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
10 Lecture Hours/0 Lab Hours = 10 Total Clock Hours
Pre-requisites: VIR100, VIR102
Students will learn what is Artificial Intelligence and how it can be used to enhance training within the
Vocational Training Industry.
AI101
Instructing with Artificial Intelligence
5 Lecture Hours/10 Lab Hours = 15 Total Clock Hours
Prerequisites: CURR200, CURR201, CURR202, VIR100, VIR101, AI100
Students will be able to identify and use Artificial Intelligence in their specialized program.
TEXTBOOKS AND WORKBOOKS FOR SEMINAR

Career School
Instructor
Training
Seminar
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The New Teacher’s Companion: Practical Wisdom For Succeeding In The Classroom
ISBN-13: 978-1-4166-0882-0
Leading Curriculum Development`
ISBN-13: 978-1412961417
Accreditation on the Edge: Challenging Quality Assurance in Higher Education
ISBN-13:
Welcome to Microsoft Office 2016
ISBN-13:978-159136-970-7
Virtual Reality Technology Second Edition
ISBN-13-978-0471360896
Artificial Intelligence: Modern Approach
ISBN-13:978-130131038059
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CLASS TERM DATES

Computerized Accounting Specialist

07/14/20 ● 09/17/20 ● 11/25/20

Computer Application Specialist 2000

07/16/20 ● 10/15/20

Computerized Office Administration

07/07/20 ● 09/09/20 ● 11/16/20 ● 01/27/21

Network and Computer Systems Administrators

07/22/20 ● 09/29/20 ● 12/09/20

Medical Assistant

07/07/20 ● 09/09/20 ● 11/16/20

Dental Assistant

07/07/20 ● 09/09/20 ● 11/16/20

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning/Refrigeration

07/07/20 ● 09/09/20 ● 11/16/20

Phlebotomy Technician

07/07/20 ● 08/18/20 ● 09/30/20 ● 11/06/20

Fiber Network Technician

07/07/20 ● 08/18/20 ● 09/30/20 ● 11/06/20

Career Schools Instructor Training

07/06/20 ● 07/28/20 ● 08/19/20 ● 09/14/20 ● 10/06/20 ● 11/24/20 ●
12/17/20

Note: Class Start Dates are subject to change at the discretion of Ternion Training And Education Centers™ .

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
TERNION TRAINING AND EDUCATION CENTERS™ will be closed on the following holidays and
In-Service Days:
Martin Luther King Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Veterans Day
Columbus Day

Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day and the day after
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
New Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day

Teacher In-Service
In-Service dates will be announced throughout the academic year.
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CONSUMER INFORMATION
This catalog is a publication to inform students and others of the Institution’s mission, history, academic
programs and policies and procedures. The information provided is current and accurate as of the date of
publication. The institution reserves the right to make modifications within the term of this catalog
without prior notice to individual students. Such modifications will be published in an addendum to the
current catalog. The Institution expects its students to read and understand the information published in
this catalog and in its accompanying supplement and addenda. Failure to read and understand this
catalog will not excuse any student from the application of any requirement or regulation published
herein. Further, it is the responsibility of each student to remain abreast of current graduation
requirements of his or her program. This catalog supersedes all previous catalogs, academic information,
policies, and practices of the Institution, and is binding on all students. It is the responsibility of the
students to know and understand the Institution’s policies.

Director’s Statement
“The information contained in this catalog is true and correct to the best of my knowledge”.
_____________________________________________
(Signature)
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